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The privilege of a lifetime is to become who you truly are.
- Carl Gustav Jung
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ABSTRACT
This case study research examined and described the experiences of individuals who identified
as transgender and had initiated an obvious gender change during employment. Participants were
those who had been in their workplace as one gender and during the course of employment made
a noticeable change to another gender, for example an individual presenting as a man who
became an individual who presented and identified as a woman. In addition, the participants
selected for this study shared information about their sense of self and decision-making process
to purposefully align their bodies to the gender they identified with in their minds. In-depth
interviews were conducted and analyzed to find themes in each case. As a result of cross-case
analysis, four primary patterns emerged: (a) struggling to find congruence between an internal
sense of self in the face of an incongruent external presentation, (b) proceeding carefully with
changes to ensure acceptance and personal safety, (c) relief upon finally becoming one’s “real”
or “true” self and being able to live that way full time, and (d) the impact of the personnel
responses to a worker’s transgender status in the workplace. Through these patterns, I was able
to identify deeper themes and describe how organizations can respond to and create
environments conducive to positive workplace experiences for people who transition gender
during employment and how important it is for all employees to feel safe in bringing their
authentic selves to work. The present study contributes to research of transgender individuals in
the context of work.
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CHAPTER 1
Background
Some individuals find they must risk going against societal norms in order to
experience living life as who they believe they truly are. For some people living life true to
who they are is challenging because they feel they were born with an anatomical sex that
does not match to the gender with which they identify. Such individuals fall under a broad
demographic category of transgender. While the diversity characteristics of transgender
people are just as varied as non-transgender people with regard to age, race, religion,
education and abilities, the challenges in day-to-day functioning faced by this group are more
prevalent than for the general population (Human Rights Campaign (HRC), ND). People who
fit the binary gender expectations of our culture largely take for granted the relative ease with
which they can engage in daily life activities such as accessing competent healthcare,
obtaining employment, and using public bathrooms. As awareness of transgender people is
increasing in the United States, there remain legal and systemic barriers to the full inclusion
and equality of rights that prevent some individuals in our society from being who they really
are.
Work is life. For many people in the U.S., one’s occupation or work is a primary
source of identity and a cornerstone of how people function as part of the social order
(Brookfield, 2005; Corlett & Mavin, 2014; Grant Mottet, Tanis, Harrison, Herman, &
Keisling, 2011; James, Herman, Rankin, Keisling, Mottet, & Anafi, 2016). Typically,
engaging in paid work is a rite of passage from adolescence to adulthood. Work often
provides people with a sense of belonging and satisfaction to the extent that organizations
can be impacted by people’s identities around work. According to one researcher, “Identities,
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people’s subjectively construed understandings of who they were, are, and desire to become,
are implicated in, and thus key to understanding and explaining, almost everything that
happens in and around organizations” (Brown, 2015, p. 20). Brown went on to say that the
interaction of people and their unique identities, while crucial, are also sometimes
challenging for individuals and organizations alike. In support of that claim, the work of
Ashworth, Rogers, and Corley (2011) examined the cross-levels of individual identity and
how it interfaced with workplace relationships, group identities, and identity with the
organization as a whole.
For most, work is essential to the ability to provide support for themselves and their
families. It also tends to be a place where people derive part of their self-worth and connect
with others. With the amount of time people typically spend in the workplace, our work and
colleagues can become a part of who we are as individuals. Further, being accepted by
people at work can impact many individual and organizational outcomes (Ashworth, Rogers,
& Corley, 2011; Brown, 2015). An abundance of academic research has connected worker
levels of productivity, job satisfaction, the prevention of burnout, and turnover intentions
with levels of respect and acceptance in the workplace (Kelloway & Day, 2005; Lewis &
Malecha, 2011; Osatuke, Moore, Ward, Dyrenforth, & Belton, 2009). Yet according to the
findings of the 2008-2009 National Transgender Discrimination Survey (NTDS) and the
2015 Report of the US Transgender Survey, transgender workers experience very high rates
of unemployment and near-universal experiences of workplace harassment as compared to
the general population (Grant et al., 2011; James et al., 2016).
Inclusion is good business. Increasingly, organizations and businesses have begun to
consider gender identity and gender expression in their equal employment opportunity (EEO)
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statements and policies as a way to tackle the issues of harassment and discrimination and
communicate a desire to make the organizational culture more inclusive of transgender
people (Human Rights Campaign (HRC), 2015; Society of Human Resource Management
(SHRM), 2016; Taylor, Burke, Wheatly, & Sompayrac, 2011). As evidence of these efforts,
for more than the last decade the largest companies in the United States have been
participating in a Corporate Equality Index (CEI) survey as a way to be transparent about
their dedication and efforts to create safe and inclusive working environments for people who
are sexual or gender minorities. As of 2016, eighty-two percent of Fortune 500 companies
had made the commitment to actively create workplace cultures inclusive and supportive of
individuals who identify as lesbian, gay, bisexual and/or transgender (LGBT) (HRC, 2017).
These change efforts and the recognition of the need for a plan to support and include
transgender workers are areas in which change agents such as Organization Development
(OD) practitioners can be of assistance.
Table 1 provides a brief summary of the scoring criteria used to rate the Fortune 500
and Fortune Magazine’s 1,000 largest publicly traded businesses in the United States.
Notably, public commitment and philanthropy are among the expectations for achieving high
marks on the Corporate Equality Index. As I considered the framework set forth by the CEI I
asked myself, ‘Why those criteria? Why focus so specifically and deeply on one segment of
the workforce and community efforts related to them?’ I found a possible answer to those
questions in literature related to corporate social responsibility (CSR). CSR is commonly
viewed or defined in the literature as an organization’s commitment to improve the wellbeing of the local, national, or global community through its business practices, policies, and
actions. CSR actions focus on internal and external stakeholders and reach beyond the
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traditional goal of financial gain (Ferreira & Real de Oliveira, 2014; Supanti, Butcher, &
Fredline, 2014). There is a wealth of research that connects an organization’s attention to
corporate social responsibility and its ability attract and retain talented employees (Lin &
Lui, 2016; Slack, Corlett, & Morris, 2014). An organization’s active involvement in socially
responsible activities was shown to positively impact employee engagement and was a means
by which to create a satisfying work environment for employees. I understood the literature
reviewed for this study to support the measurement of activities set out by the Corporate
Equality Index as a way to ensure there is appropriate focus on advancing opportunities and
attracting the talent that can be found in the population of people who identify within the
spectrum of the sexual minority.
Table 1
Human Rights Campaign Corporate Equality Index (CEI) Scoring Criteria Summary

Criterion 1

Criterion 2

Criterion 3
Criterion 4

Equal Employment Opportunity policy includes:
a. sexual orientation for all operations
b. gender identity for all operations
c. contractor/vendor standards include sexual orientation and
gender identity
Employment benefits offer
a. equal spousal and partner benefits
b. other “soft” benefits – include parity between employersponsored benefits for different-sex spouses and same-sex
partners or spouses
c. Transgender-inclusive health insurance coverage
Organizational LGBT competency
a. competency training, resources, or accountability measures
b. employee group or diversity council
Public commitment
a. LGBT-specific efforts, including at least three specified
types (e.g. recruitment, supplier diversity, marketing,
philanthropy, etc.)
- demonstrate ongoing LGBT-specific engagement
extending across the firm
- implement corporate giving guidelines that prohibit
philanthropic giving to non-religious organizations with
written policies permitting LGBT discrimination

15 points
15 points
5 points
10 points
10 points
10 points
10 points
10 points

10 points
5 points

5
Criterion 5

-

Employers will have 25 points deducted from their
score for a large-scale official or public anti-LGBT
blemish on their recent record.

CEI 2017 Perfect Score

100 points

OD alignment. The founding principles of the field of OD and its current values are
built upon core humanistic values such as honesty, respect, fairness, and justice, all
emphasizing the importance of the people within the organization. These principles are in
alignment with emerging organizational efforts to create workplaces that are more inclusive
of transgender workers. Consequently, it may benefit change agents of all types to have a
better understanding of the experiences workers have when they transition from one gender
to another while employed at their organization.
Researcher Background and Interest
When initially beginning this research I reflected on something that had intrigued me
from the Moral, Spiritual, Ethical Dimensions of OD course I completed earlier in the OD
doctoral program. Specifically, I remembered Dr. Brendel introducing me and my cohort
members to concepts about connection, vulnerability, and authenticity in leadership. I
remembered being somewhat skeptical of the idea that leaders could be authentic and allow
themselves to be vulnerable in their roles in order to connect with others, to be whole and
happy, and to provide them with the strength to be good leaders. I could certainly think of
industries where those ideas would be accepted and effective, but I also thought of just as
many workplaces where those things would not be embraced, and instead would be ridiculed
as weaknesses and perhaps impeded. Those thoughts aside, what I really became curious
about as a result of the course discussion was what would happen in workplaces if leaders
allowed their workers to be authentic and vulnerable? What if employees could connect with
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each other and their leaders so that they felt supported and whole and effective? Those
questions in my mind flowed into what would become the impetus for this research. Are
there groups of workers who cannot be their authentic selves in the workplace? I thought,
“Yes, I have witnessed this in my work.”
As a federal agency program officer whose focus is both on diversity and inclusion
and workplace anti-discrimination and anti-harassment, I have been exposed to an array of
efforts made by organizational leaders and members. Some of those efforts have included the
execution of very positive initiatives and interactions between an organization and its
members, which resulted in boosting inclusion efforts. In contrast, I have been also privy to
less-than-positive instances where harassment and discrimination occurred and were
damaging to the individual and the organization. In the U.S. when employees report
experiencing harassment at the hands of co-workers or supervisors, the agency is responsible
to take immediate corrective action. Those actions often require significant manpower and
resources and are unfortunately often less than fully effective. The scope of my
organizational role is to address all facets of diversity with special emphasis on populations
protected by law and transgender people are the newest group of people emerging as needing
some level of advocacy in the workplace.
My agency finds many of its employees from the population it serves and as a result
of changing landscape for our military Veterans, the agency has recognized a need to create
employment policy and practice changes. Two significant military policy changes have
created an increased need for organizational cultural sensitivity, preparedness, and
inclusiveness. The first was the September 2011 repeal of the “Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell”
(DADT) military policy that previously restricted the level of personal disclosure that could
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be made by service members whose sexual orientation is gay, lesbian, or bisexual. This
policy change has created a climate that is somewhat safer for individuals to reveal a piece of
their identity. The second policy change that further supported an inclusive military was
announced by Defense Secretary Ashton Carter on June 30, 2016. He announced the repeal
of the ban on transgender service members citing the need to remove barriers to recruiting
and retaining military personnel that are unrelated to a service member’s qualifications to
perform the duties. The expected effect of this regulatory change is that many more men and
women will reveal their transgender identities. Population estimates have suggested that the
numbers of people serving in the U.S. Armed Forces who identify as being transgender are
far greater than the proportion of transgender adults in the general U.S. population (Gates &
Herman, 2014; James et al., 2016). Given the estimated numbers of prevalence and changes
in regulations, I anticipate that revelations of transgender identity or status will inevitably
flow through to interface with civilian workplaces in the future. Such revelations create the
need for organizations to become knowledgeable and prepared for a new dynamic in the
workplace.
Due to my professional experience, I am convinced that proactive prevention of
harassment and discrimination through educational initiatives and focus on workplace civility
and respect are considerably more desirable than reactive efforts for creating culture change
within the organization. Too many times I have faced distraught employees in my office
telling me that the stress of negative dealings with colleagues or supervisors has resulted in
pharmaceutical interventions for depression, anxiety, or physical manifestations of stress
such as increased blood pressure, ulcers, or sleep problems. Thankfully these types of
contacts with my program are the exception and not the rule, but it is nevertheless
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heartbreaking for me. Typically these workers are not experiencing violations of employment
laws and have not usually been members of a minority class or stigmatized group, but the
turmoil in their work settings persist. The workers I see are merely seeking to be heard,
respected, and accepted by their peers and other members of the organization so they can do
their work and contribute to the workplace.
Abiding by employment laws is usually a relatively legalistic and straightforward
endeavor in the federal workplace, but going beyond the basic requirements to help
organizational members understand the importance of respecting rights and honoring each
other as people seems to be more effective in creating lasting change around inclusion.
Because of my professional experience, I wondered how we as change agents, leaders, and
workers can encourage and support authentic presentation of self in order to further business
objectives. Beyond that, how do we honor each other as human beings and recognize and
resolve the conflicts that may arise as a result of someone’s authenticity varying so
drastically from societal norms? In order to answer that question I sought to deeply
understand the workplace experiences of workers who transitioned gender while employed
with their organizations and to discover what factors influenced an individual’s decision to
delay gender transition until after employment.
Problem Overview
Currently within the United States there has been a significant increase in media
focus on transgender people and as a result, greater exposure in communities and
workplaces. Through review of population-based surveys it is estimated that there are at least
700,000 people in the U.S. who identify as transgender (Gates, 2011). Advocacy for equal
rights and diversity acceptance is increasing in response to the needs of this population as
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highlighted in the two largest national surveys of transgender people. Specifically, challenges
such as lack of far-reaching legal protections, violence, harassment, poverty, barriers to
healthcare access, and other access issues related to difficulty in obtaining proper identity
documents are more common for transgender people than others in the general population
(Grant et al., 2011; HRC, ND; James et al., 2016; Meier & Labuski, 2013).
Workplace challenges in particular were highlighted in several studies to be related to
harassment and mistreatment on the job, job loss, or denial of a promotion or employment
because of transgender status (Grant et al., 2011; James et al., 2016; Taylor et al., 2010).
Human Rights Campaign sources have estimated the cost of all types of workplace
harassment and discrimination to be in the billions of dollars per year within the U.S.
Additionally, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) data showed the
numbers of charges filed related to sex discrimination or harassment on the basis of sexual
orientation and/or transgender status have increased 28% in one year. The monetary cost of
voluntary case settlements, excluding processing fees, staff and legal resources, and costs
associated with actual findings of discrimination, increased 51% to $3.3 million in the same
timespan (EEOC, 2017). While that dollar amount does not seem exorbitant given the size of
the workforce in the U.S., it represents only a portion of the 1,135 resolutions from the 1, 412
individual complaints filed with the EEOC in 2015 for people in this particular protected
class. Additionally, the cost calculation does not quantify other negative effects that
organizations often experience when legal complaints are filed. Such effects include negative
impact on morale, absenteeism, workplace injuries, reductions in the quality or quantity of
work produced, and turnover (Badgett, Durso, Kastanis, & Mallory, 2013; Downey, van der
Werff, Thomas, & Plaut, 2015; Eder & Eisenberger, 2008; Kelloway & Day, 2005; Lewis &
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Malecha, 2011). These various resource-draining factors establish a cost imperative on
organizations to seek to reduce and eliminate undesired harassment and discrimination.
Despite the fact that people who identify as transgender report high rates of negative
workplace experiences such as harassment and discrimination, transgender people are present
as employees in all types of workplaces and industries. While many transgender people
choose not to disclose their identities out of fear of job-related retaliation or worse, some
have taken steps to make an outward change to their gender presentations while employed. I
believe we may be able to glean valuable information from their experiences.
Population features. Identifying as transgender encompasses a broad spectrum of
presentations ranging from one’s internal view of self to how individuals present themselves
to others (Bradford, Reisner, Honnold, & Xavier, 2013). For example, individuals who have
an outward appearance matching the societal expectation of their sex (e.g. a person born male
dressing in a suit and tie at work), but who internally identify as the opposite sex, may
consider themselves transgender. This example is one that may not impact others in the
workplace, but could impact the individual who does not feel as though he is able to be his
true self. Such dissonance can negatively impact job satisfaction, emotional stress, and
feelings of safety and value (Brewster, Velez, DeBlaere, & Moradi, 2012; Levitt & Ippolito,
2014). Sometimes, in an effort to be more authentic to self, transgender individuals choose to
live part-time or full-time as the gender with which they identify. For some that means
having an appearance through manner of dress, hairstyle, and other physical presentation that
is consistent with the gender they believe themselves to be. For others, additional steps are
taken such as hormone therapy or surgeries. Depending on how workers choose to transition
or be transgender, there can be personal and workplace impact.
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Although businesses are making generalized efforts to minimize the barriers to full
employment participation of transgender workers, what is not known is information about the
specific experiences of workers embarking on their gender transitions during employment.
Perhaps knowing more about these experiences can help shed light on organizational efforts
that would be helpful to others and provide cautionary guidance as society looks to this
newest community of people seeking to be themselves in the workplace.
Problem Statement
Many individuals in the United States identify persons whose anatomical sex does not
match their internal experience of their gender. This incongruence between sex and gender
sometimes creates significant challenges for such individuals resulting in in a wide array of
disparities from accessing healthcare to obtaining and maintaining employment. Resolving
this incongruence and having an opportunity to present one’s authentic self at work has
implications for both the worker and the organization, yet the nuances of those impacts have
yet to be studied in depth.
Purpose of the Study and Research Question
The purpose of this research was to obtain a rich description of the experiences of
individuals who identify as transgender and initiated gender change during employment.
Using Stake’s (1995) framework for conducting case study research, I sought to better
understand how individual characteristics and organizational features impacted workers who
transitioned gender during their tenure with an organization. A specific focus was to identify
what workplace factors worked well and did not work well for the employee who outwardly
changed genders while working at the same workplace. This study’s primary research
question was, “What are the experiences of workers who change gender in the workplace?”
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Significance
I believed this study was important because of the dynamic factors humans bring to
the workplace. As laws change and people feel safer in presenting as their authentic selves in
all facets of their lives there will likely be more workers making their gender transitions in a
more public setting. At the time this study was initiated, there was both empirical and
practical evidence that many organizations within the United States were making efforts to
identify and execute plans to help workers accept different facets of diversity and to create
inclusive work environments that are safe for all workers. While efforts exist across a variety
of industries and organizations, there were few studies about how an individual’s gender
transition impacted that individual in the workplace. By conducting this study, it was my
hope that any insights gained would be of use to organizational change agents seeking to
create truly inclusive workplaces.
I also believed this study would be of use to organizational leaders who find
themselves responsible for assisting an employee with technical tasks and emotional support
on the job during that employee’s gender transition. I also hoped that perhaps the data
collected through case studies would provide leaders with information to equip them to
effectively help the colleagues of the transitioning worker through the transition.
Finally, I was hopeful that this study would help identify practices that organizations
were doing well with regard to workers’ gender transitions that could be introduced into
other workplaces. As mentioned earlier, there were studies available that examined the
individual personal impact of gender transition in other areas of life such as familial and
social, but none specifically related to deeply understanding the impact on the individual
when the gender transition occurred during a worker’s tenure with an organization. I had
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anticipated, through this study, that an examination into the workplace experiences of
workers who transition gender would help organizations be better equipped to successfully
handle such transitions.
Definition of Terms
For this study several key terms are defined to establish a common understanding of
intent. There are two primary non-medical authorities on matters pertaining to the sexual
minority subgroup of transgender, the Human Rights Campaign and the National Center for
Transgender Equality. They are the source of the definitions below.
Bottom surgery. Colloquial way of describing gender-affirming genital surgery.
Cisgender. A person whose gender identity and assigned sex at birth correspond (i.e.
a person who is not transgender).
Coming out. The process by which one accepts and/or comes to identify with one’s
own sexual orientation or gender identity (to come out to oneself). Also the process by which
one shares one’s sexual orientation or gender identity with others (to come out to friends,
etc.).
Diversity. Diversity is the condition of having or being composed of differing
elements: variety; especially: the inclusion of different types of people (as people of different
races or cultures) in a group or organization (http://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/diversity).
Gay. A sexual orientation that describes a person who is emotionally and sexually
attracted to people of their own gender. It can be used regardless of gender identity, but is
more commonly used to describe men.
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Gender. Gender refers to the behavioral, cultural, or psychological traits that a
society associates with male and female sex.
Gender affirming surgery (GAS). Surgeries used to modify one’s body to be more
congruent with one’s gender identity. Also referred to as sex reassignment surgery (SRS) or
gender confirming surgery (GCS).
Gender expression. The way a person acts, dresses, speaks, and behaves (i.e.
feminine, masculine, androgynous). Gender expression does not necessarily correspond to
assigned sex at birth or gender identity.
Gender identity. A person’s internal sense of being a man/male, woman/female,
both, neither, or another gender.
Gender non-conforming. A broad term referring to people who do not behave in a
way that conforms to the traditional expectations of their gender, or whose gender expression
does not fit neatly into a category.
Gender transition. The period during which a person begins to live as a new gender,
as opposed to living as the sex assigned at birth. This may or may not include medical
interventions and may involve changing documents to reflect the new gender.
Inclusion. Inclusion is defined as the degree to which employees feel part of essential
organizational processes including influence over the decision-making process, involvement
in critical work groups, and access to information and resources (Downey, et al., 2015).
Intersex. Intersex individuals are born with reproductive or sexual anatomy and/or
chromosome pattern that do not seem to fit typical definitions of male or female. People with
intersex conditions are often assigned male or female gender by others at birth (e.g., parents),
although the individual may or may not later identify with the assigned gender.
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Lesbian. A sexual orientation that describes a person who is emotionally and
sexually attracted to people of their own gender. It can be used regardless of gender identity,
but is more commonly used to describe women.
Sex. Sex refers to the classification of individuals as female or male on the basis of
their reproductive organs and functions. Also referred to as birth sex, natal sex, or biological
sex.
Top surgery. Colloquial way of describing gender-affirming surgery on the chest.
Transgender. Transgender is a term used to describe people whose gender identity
(sense of themselves as male or female) or gender expression (manner of dress, appearance,
and body characteristics presented to others) differs from that usually associated with their
sex assigned at birth.
Transsexual female-to-male. Female-to-male (FTM) transsexuals are a subset of
transgender individuals who are female sex at birth but self-identify as male and often take
steps to socially and/or medically transition to male, including masculinizing hormone
therapy and surgeries (e.g., phalloplasty, mastectomy). Many FTM transgender people prefer
the term “trans man” to describe themselves.
Transsexual male-to-female. Male-to-female (MTF) transsexuals are a subset of
transgender individuals who are male sex at birth but self-identify as female and often take
steps to socially and/or medically transition to female, including feminizing hormone
therapy, electrolysis, and surgeries (e.g., vaginoplasty, breast augmentation). Many MTF
transgender people prefer the term “trans woman” to describe themselves.
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
As mentioned in chapter one, this study was influenced by my professional
experience in diversity and inclusion work. That experience has served as one piece of the
framework grounding the study. Additionally, a review of scholarly literature related to the
influence of organization development values on organizations, the benefits of personal
authenticity to workers and organizations, and an overview of the transgender population and
workplace considerations for them will be reviewed in this chapter. The initial review of
literature was not exhaustive, but sufficient to provide direction and support for the study.
Additional literature was reviewed and discussed in Chapter 5 as a result of the themes that
emerged from data collected.
Influence of OD Values in Organizations
At its core, the practice of OD is rooted in the belief that each person has value and
deserves respect. Through proper alignment of the needs of individuals, of the organization,
and the relationships between the two, more effective outcomes for the organization and
greater worker satisfaction can be realized (Jamieson & Gellermann, 2014). Organizational
values affect the way organizations view and manage employees, introduce and execute
change, approach workplace conflict, and engage employees and teams. Some of the
strongest OD values advocate for the recognition that an organizational focus on humanism
and involvement of the people is better for both organizational outcomes and the people
within the organization. Further, creating an environment where people have an opportunity
to be authentic, honest, respected, and developed are keys to successful outcomes. These
notions have been supported from the early practice of OD when Kurt Lewin sought to solve
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organizational problems through the involvement of its members to Rensis Likert’s
participative management efforts and human relations focus on employee attitudes and
feelings as influencers of group dynamics and organizational outcomes (Burke, 2006).
Authenticity in the Workplace
Because people bring their unique facets of self into the workplace, workplaces must
be flexible and creative in adapting to the dynamics created by that uniqueness for long-term
survival. Organizations with cultural features focused on the value of the people are more
likely to achieve successful outcomes as a result of that focus. Organizational culture focused
on people often foster environments which are conducive to civil, respectful interpersonal
interactions, they are safe for individuals to be themselves, and allow workers to have a sense
of belonging and purpose (Kelloway & Day, 2005; Lewis & Malecha, 2011; Osatuke, et al.,
2009).
People feel most authentic when they are able to fully express themselves and
consistently act in accordance with one’s true self in line with the boundaries of one’s values
and beliefs. Many researchers have concluded authenticity to be an important component of
emotional well-being and being true to one’s self (Allan, Bott, & Suh, 2015; Levitt, &
Ippolito, 2014; Sheldon, Ryan, Rawsthorne, & Ilardi, 1997; Sloan, 2007). Additionally, there
is much research to show undesirable individual and organizational consequences resulting
from employees who are not able to be authentic in the workplace. One such study is that of
Menard and Brunet (2011) that linked authenticity and well-being with job performance.
Using validated measures, the pair found that the more frequently people could be authentic
at work, the more likely they were to experiences happiness and positive outcomes for their
organizations. Indicators of well-being were measured as satisfaction and engagement with
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work. Such outcomes have been proven repeatedly to positively impact organizational or
business outcomes. In another study conducted by Metin, Taris, Peeters, van Beek, and Van
den Bosch, (2016) the ability for workers to be their authentic selves in the context of the
workplace where characteristics such as colleague support, autonomy, and opportunities for
development were present and connected with positive outcomes such as job satisfaction and
work performance. These outcomes were linked to the degree to which workers were able to
express their authentic selves in the workplace.
Sometimes when new social or political issues enter the workplace challenging the
principles of human rights or making authentic self-expression unsafe, organizational leaders
need to engage in efforts to change the organizational culture and educate workers to keep
the work environment functioning effectively. One such environment-changing issue is that
of the known presence of transgender workers.
Transgender Population and Barriers
Literature reviewed for this study provided numerous of definitions and descriptions
for individuals who identify as transgender. More specifically the variety of definitions made
it clear that the label transgender is an umbrella term used to describe individuals whose
gender identity and gender expression is contrary to societal expectations for the binary
representations of one’s biological male or female sex. People within the broader category of
transgender include those who are transsexual (whether pre- or post-operative to sex
reassignment or electing not to have surgery but use hormones to alter appearance), those
who dress as the opposite sex because that is the gender they believe they should have been
born as, and those who live with the feeling that they are biologically the wrong sex, but have
not taken steps to express the gender with which they identify (Brewster, et al., 2012; Davis,
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2009; Dietert & Dentice, 2009; Grant et al., 2011; Liddle, Luzzo, Hauenstein, & Schuck,
2004; Meier & Labuski, 2013). Law, Martinez, Ruggs, Hebl, and Akers (2011) pointed out
that, although individuals who are transgender may have similar workplace experiences as
those who identify by the sexual orientation categories of lesbian, gay, or bisexual,
transgender individuals may also contend with additional issues unique to the population
such as grappling with discrepancies in their self-perceptions compared to others’
perceptions of them. This population was described in the literature as sexual minorities.
Most of the authors included in this literature review suggested that there was a significant
lack of information available about the workplace experiences of the transgender group.
Although readers of scholarly research on the topic were encouraged to use caution
when citing prevalence statistics for the transgender population due to the evolving
definitions of transgender and potential disincentives to self-identify (Meier & Labuski,
2013), the best recent estimates conservatively calculate around 700,000 trans people live in
the United States (Gates, 2011). While by some standards the transgender population is
considered vulnerable, such as in regard to equal access to healthcare and employment, in
many ways this group is just as accomplished and representative of the rest of the U.S.
population as non-transgender people (Grant et al., 2011; James, et al., 2016). The
demographics of the nearly 6,500 participants of the 2008 - 2009 National Transgender
Discrimination Survey and later the 27,715 respondents to the 2015 U.S. Transgender Survey
(USTS) revealed that representation of transgender individuals who identified as white was at
a higher rate than the general U.S. Census, but included the other major race categories as
well. The 2015 USTS respondents reported ages spanning eighteen to eighty-seven years,
with a higher representation of young people versus Census data. Respondents represented
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individual income levels across the spectrum, with those with from no annual income at a
two percent higher rate than the rest of the U.S. to those with over one hundred thousand
dollars annually at one percent higher than the rate of the rest of the U.S. The closest
demographic match to the general population was found in the individual income category of
$10,000 to $24,999 annually. Data also showed great resiliency among the study participants
as evidenced by respondents reporting engagement in educational endeavors at higher rates
than the general population, experiencing improved work performance and feelings of
comfort at work following transition, and having high rates of employment and housing
despite reporting experiencing discrimination and harassment in those categories due to
transgender status. Much of the literature reviewed seemed to suggest that the root of the
more negative experiences faced by transgender individuals was related to the fact that
openly transgender people challenge the expected societal norms for behavior and
presentation within the constructs of sex and gender.
The binary of sex and gender in western society. The dominant western notion is
that sexual differences are natural, not subject to change, and are biologically determined
(Dentice & Dietert, 2015; Eliason, De Joseph, Dibble, Deevey, & Chinn, 2011). Related to
sex, gender is also a binary construct traditionally viewed as the expected norms for how one
behaviorally manifests one’s sex. Transgender individuals create dissonance within this
societal paradigm for those surrounding them and experience it internally as they work to
make sense of the disharmony resulting from not fitting neatly into one of the two generally
accepted categories of gender roles (Levitt & Ippolito, 2014). Transgender individuals often
struggle with acceptance and personal well-being. Additionally, as the transgender
population experiences increasing societal visibility, their presence more overtly challenges
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generally accepted norms and highlights emotionally and politically-charged social issues.
Matters of rights, access, acceptance, and safety all come into play in venues such as
housing, healthcare, recreation, education, religious practice, and employment (Grant, et al.,
2011; Levitt & Ippolito, 2014; Schilt & Connell, 2007).
Access to employment is often a cornerstone of access in other life areas since
income is needed to ensure housing and the ability to meet other essential needs.
Nonconformance to gender expectations by sexual minorities was shown to have
implications in the workplace for both individual and organizational outcomes. Several
studies showed that supportive work environments conducive to the openness of a
transgender individual’s authentic self provided for better individual and organizational
outcomes related to productivity, job satisfaction, and the overall well-being of the
employees (Badgett, et al., 2013; Brewster et al., 2012; Davis, 2009; Liddle et al., 2004). In
contrast, work environments fraught with covert and overt harassment, discriminatory
employment practices, and entrenched gender stereotypes were noted as establishing an
environment where productivity was lost, creativity was stifled, and personal health was
negatively affected for transgender workers (Bradford, Reisner, Honnold, & Xavier, 2013;
Law et al., 2011). If workplaces can be managed in ways that discourage or prohibit
discrimination and harassment and foster diversity, acceptance, and inclusion for transgender
workers, it is probable that organizations will experience the benefits of retaining satisfied
productive workers who use their talents to further the mission.
Workplace Culture and Inclusion
Just as organizational culture is taught to newcomers over time, Howard Ross (2011)
and others believed that inclusiveness and cultural flexibility can be learned (Boekhorst,
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2014; Taylor et al., 2010). Ross asserted that the personal cultural narratives each of us has is
neither good nor bad, but is a product of our experiences and becomes the lens through which
we analyze our world. In order to help people understand the views and experiences of others
and to impact organizational culture, change agents must help individuals and organizations
understand their own worldviews. Some of the more easily influenced factors are found in
the observable elements Edgar Schein (1990, 2006) calls artifacts. Artifacts such as rituals,
symbols, and stories can be modified to include transgender workers. More specifically, the
binary of sex and gender can be modified at this cultural level by making signage and
policies that attend to gender variance. For example, single-stall restrooms can be designated
as unisex or single user, forms can offer an “other” option rather than male and female
designations, and dress codes can address professional attire expectations without making
specific reference to gender or gender-specific garments. As such things become
commonplace within an organization, the artifacts incorporate into the cultural framework
(Davis, 2009; Schilt & Connell, 2007; Taylor et al., 2010).
Researchers have established that when workplace environments have inclusive
policies, leadership support, and coworker support for transgender workers, organizations
benefited financially by retaining talent and avoiding costly litigation (Badgett et al., 2013;
Davis, 2009). Further, organizations where inclusion was prioritized and the expectation of
respectful workplace interactions was established were more likely to have work
environments that allowed transgender individuals to feel comfortable enough to express
their authentic selves and turn focus that would have otherwise been divided between job
tasks and navigating the social landscape of the workplace into total job task focus (Dietert &
Dentice, 2009; Schilt & Connell, 2007).
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Inclusive workplace environments not only positively affect measurable productivity.
It also changes organizational culture at more fundamental levels that have been identified by
Schein (1990, 2006). They are the slightly more complex to identify, access, and change
layers of the espoused values of the organization. More challenging yet is the deepest layer of
organizational culture, the unobservable underlying assumptions and beliefs that impact
employee attitudes and behaviors. Ongoing training programs, systems of rewards, and
linking diversity factors to work strategies via consistent leadership behavior that fosters
inclusion can begin to create change at these cultural levels over time. Boekhorst (2014)
believed that emphasizing uniqueness and belonging could create an environment of
inclusiveness that can be communicated to organization members and newcomers via
leadership efforts to create such a frame of reference. These foundational pieces of
information served to inform the approach of this study into finding a deeper understanding
of the experiences had by a segment of transgender workers.
The costs of exclusion. Researchers have long emphasized the need to have healthy
workplaces free of discrimination and harassment in order to attract and retain the best talent
and maximize individual and organizational outcomes (Downey, et al., 2015; Kelloway &
Day, 2005). The monetary cost of workplace harassment and discrimination for this
population is only one small measure of the cost to organizations. Many employees
experience negative health effects such as psychological distress and impaired ability to fight
illness as a result of hiding personal characteristics such as transgender status (Badgett, et al.,
2013; Kelloway & Day, 2005). Such health effects can become material costs for agencies in
the areas of rising healthcare expenses and the impact of absenteeism and reduced
productivity (Eder & Eisenberger, 2008; Lewis & Malecha, 2011). Simply, Downey, et al.
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(2015) found that diversity and inclusion practices were linked to employees having trust
with and engaging in their organizations. It stands to reason that a lack of inclusion practices
or an environment that allows exclusion of certain segments of the employee population
would lead to a less trusting and less engaged workforce. The costs of having disengaged
workforce members vary from loss of productivity to workplace accidents and injury to
higher rates of burnout and turnover (Newheiser & Barreto, 2014).
Summary
Many organizations recognize the benefits of acting on humanistic values and
inclusive cultures for positive business outcomes. As a result of this recognition, efforts in
many workplaces have shifted focus from the simple acknowledgement of diversity in the
context of creating fairness to that of true inclusion that values diversity as a resource and
way to care for the people within the organization. Given the changing social landscape of
human rights and social acceptance, organizations must identify ways to effectively include
transgender workers in the workplace. An environment that supports human rights and that
does not tolerate discrimination and harassment is a start. But, to truly remove barriers for
transgender people, organizations must move beyond checklists and support the full inclusion
of transgender people. Accomplishing such a goal requires a better understanding of the
workplace experiences of these workers.
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CHAPTER 3
Research Methodology
In this chapter, I outline my chosen research methodology and describe how the
study was conducted. Because I sought to understand the subjective experiences of
study participants, I used an interpretive case study methodology for this research. This
chapter provides a detailed description of the process used for participant solicitation
and selection and the methods for data collection and analysis. Additionally, I provide a
discussion on ethical issues and personal bias as they related to this study.
Research Design: Interpretive Case Study
This study’s primary research question was, “What are the workplace
experiences of people who transitioned from one gender to another while employed at
an organization?” To ground this research for the reader I wish to first address my
theoretical approach, or epistemology. When Crotty (1998) introduced epistemological
concepts, he described the constructionist viewpoint whereby humans create meaning
through engaging in our world rather than discovering it. He went on to say that
“different people may construct meaning in different ways, even in relation to the same
phenomenon” (p. 9). The belief that people create meaning and make sense of their
world through their experiences was the driver behind the selection of this interpretive
research method.
There are many methods for studying phenomenon. Because the knowledge I
sought through this research was focused on particular instances of the phenomenon of
gender transition and the constructed reality of each instance, I wanted to be able to get
a holistic and in-depth understanding of what each participant lived through. For that
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reason, I elected to use case study as the method by which to explore those subjective
experiences of each individual case. The case study approach allowed me to engage in
an inductive examination of the reported experiences to identify patterns or themes in
their constructed realities (Crotty, 1998; Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007; McMillan, 2012;
Stake, 1995, 2006). The use of case study approach also facilitated an examination of
the context of each case, which I believed to be important. By obtaining more
description of each case in the context of work I thought I might learn information about
what organizations generally should and should not do related to a worker’s gender
change. Each participant’s experience constituted a case in this study. The unit of
analysis for each case was the transgender person and his or her workplace. The focus of
the study, and therefore the data collection and analysis, was on the rich description of
the individual’s experiences in or related to the workplace surrounding the gender
change. Multiple cases were collected in keeping with Stake’s (2006) guidance that the
research would be more thorough by gathering data from individuals who “share a
common characteristic or condition [and] the cases are somehow categorically bound
together” (p. 6).
I entered this project anticipating discovery of the unexpected as a result of
having the opportunity to listen to the participants and learn what they experienced as
most significant and fundamental to their subjective workplace experiences related to
their gender transitions. My end goal was to present the data from the people who lived
the experience being studied in a way that allows readers to have a sense of these
experiences and an understanding of the fundamental nature of the generally personal
and private phenomenon of gender transition in the workplace.
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Case Selection
The criteria I used to select each case were based primarily on the focus of the
research but I added additional age criteria related to my assumptions about individual
maturity. Specifically, related to my desire to reach participants who have had some
experience in the world of work and who are advanced enough in age to be more
developed as adults, each participant was required to be twenty-one years of age or
older. Participants needed to have made an obvious change in physical appearance from
one gender to another during a period of employment, have worked in the same
workplace as both genders, and worked for that workplace for at least one year after
publicly declaring the gender transition. The direction of change (i.e. male-to-female or
female-to-male) was of no consequence for study participation. I believed the richest
data will be collected via face-to-face interaction with the participants versus other
means such as telephone so, due to personal travel considerations, participants were
primarily considered from the Upper Midwest region of the United States.
Participants were evaluated and accepted via voluntary self-selection. Potential
participants were solicited initially via a purposive method of emailing venues where
transgender people are likely to have connections and through personal diversity and
inclusion networks. The solicitation document (see Appendix A) described the nature of
the study, criteria for participation, and expectations. After I began to interview people, I
expected that word-of-mouth from initial participants would contribute to the number of
cases which could be collected for this study (snowballing).
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Solicitation challenges. My initial goal was to collect six to twelve cases, with a
preference for a greater number of cases if possible. Although I had anticipated some
challenges in reaching great numbers of transgender people, I did not anticipate the
degree of challenge I would encounter. Although, I would have been likely able to
contact potential participants through the organization I work at, I deliberately chose not
to. I did not want to compromise the neutrality of my organizational role or unduly
influence individuals to assist in my research. I wanted to ensure all participants were
freely choosing to participate and that they would be as comfortable as possible in
sharing the details of their gender transition experiences in the workplace. I instead
started my research with a few “warm leads” in mind. These leads were individuals
known to people I knew outside of my own organization. Unfortunately those leads did
not result in eligible participants and therefore the snowballing effect I was relying on
for additional participants did not materialize. I did contact a few very small
transgender-serving organizations, but these contacts did not result in any participants.
Ultimately, after I began introducing my research topic into conversations in various
social aspects in my life I was able to get the word out sufficiently to reach the people
who are presented in this work as cases.
Human Subjects Protection. No personally identifiable information related to
the participants, names of significant people from their stories, or the participants’
workplaces have been included in the findings or discussion of this research.
Pseudonyms were created for the participants and their places of employment. Their
roles within their organizations were accurately described to the extent that the
description maintained participant anonymity. Where necessary, case-relevant
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documents and websites that were reviewed were omitted from the reference section so
as to prevent individual identification of participants or their places of work.
Data Collection
Prior to meeting, I provided each participant with a description of the study and
purpose. We also reviewed the participant consent form (see Appendix B) and I
answered any questions the individual may have had. I provided each participant with an
opportunity to ask me any questions about my background and interest in this research.
None of the individuals interviewed asked such questions in the beginning, but rather at
various points during the interview, perhaps in an effort to make connection. All
participants were assured that their privacy, and the privacy of their workplaces and
significant players in their stories, would be protected in the reporting and storing of
their data.
A feature of interpretive research designs is that the researcher has the freedom
to follow that path the participant leads the researcher down. Because I wanted to know
what each participant’s subjective workplace experience was when his or her gender
transition occurred, semi-structured interviews were used to collect extensive data. The
interviews were the primary data collection tool in this study although I remained alert
to any offerings of artifact examples (e.g. company policies, websites, employee
handbooks, name change forms, etc.) related to their stories when significant. One-onone interviews were conducted at a private place that was mutually agreed upon
between each participant and me. Interviews ranged in length from approximately 90
minutes to over four hours. Each participant was asked to describe his or her workplace
and personal experiences within the context of each of their gender presentations (pre-
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and post-gender change). Participants were asked about their willingness to accept
follow-up contact if further research questions arose later during the data analysis phase
or if data needed to be validated. Stake (1995) supported such an interview approach
because “each interviewee is expected to have had unique experiences, special stories to
tell,” (p. 65) so approaching the interview with a few topic-focused, but open-ended,
questions and probes allowed those stories to emerge.
Interview questions. With the goal of learning as much as possible about each
participant’s experience, the primary prompt for the interviews was, “Tell me about your
experiences in your workplace prior to, during, and following your transition from one
gender to another.”
Depending on the particular participant’s lead in our conversation, additional
interview questions were asked:
•

“Tell me about the work that you do.”

•

“Describe your workplace culture. What is it like to work there?”

•

“Tell me about things or people in your workplace that impacted your
experience as a worker of either gender.”

•

“Tell me about how you viewed your identity as it relates to work throughout
your gender change process.”

Additional general probes to guide the conversation to deeper descriptions and explore
meanings were also used throughout the interview to ensure I was obtaining as much
description of the experience as possible. I regularly checked for understanding
throughout each interview by paraphrasing what I understood the individual to be saying
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or interjecting a summarizing phrase to check the level of importance of a particular
aspect of what was being described.
Building on data collection. All interviewees provided consent for audio
recording of the interview sessions. In addition, I took brief notes during the interviews
to record in-the-moment observations of their body language or vocal tone. Following
each interview, as recommended by Stake (1995) I recorded my own reflections,
reactions, and ideas in a journal. Those musings were kept separate from the data
transcription I later created from the audio recording. To provide depth to each case, I
was prepared to accept any artifacts or other sources of information participants wished
to share, but I did not directly solicit such information. Other than the websites of the
organizations two participants worked for, I did not receive other sources of information
from the participants. Data collection ended once any of the following points were
reached: by case, when the interviewee had said all that he or she wanted to say
(exhaustion of sources); by case, when all categories of the topic had been explored
(saturation of categories); across cases, when there was the emergence of regularities; or
the point at which the interviewees strayed greatly from the topic or context
(overextension) (Gall, Gall, & Borg, 2007). All data collected for this study were kept
confidential and privacy was protected by the use of pseudonyms for each case. Physical
data were kept under lock and key at my home office when not in use and electronic
data were password protected and secured on my personal computer.
Data Analysis
My purpose in looking at multiple cases was to understand the phenomenon of
changing gender in the context of a work environment. Keeping in mind that studying
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and understanding constructed meaning is a fluid, non-linear process of searching for
patterns in the descriptions, I engaged in a reiterative analysis process for each
individual case and then across the cases in order to fully develop the body of
information obtained. In the interest of being open to new ways of understanding I
followed the principles of inductive data analysis described by McMillan (2012),
Creswell (2007), and Stake (1995) by first reviewing each transcript carefully several
times to get a sense of the whole dataset and then by making summary notes about key
concepts and ideas in the margins to help with the coding process. For this reason, I also
found it very helpful to personally transcribe the audio recordings of the interviews.
Though tedious, transcribing provided me an opportunity to become intimately familiar
with the data, which aided in creating the case summaries and in recalling pieces of each
person’s story as themes began to emerge.
Coding. I approached a coding process that was not specifically focused on the
frequency of occurrence within any one individual case, but with the thought that the
concept was reinforced across all cases. Once I reviewed transcripts and personal
notations during and following interviews, I began to search for clusters of text that
stood out as significant to the participant’s context. I aggregated those items and
described the clusters of information under classification categories. This iterative
process started with the first several cases from which I made a list of tentative codes to
work with for subsequent cases. I went through these activities several times as new
information was obtained from subsequent cases. To keep track of the information I
created a simple color-coded system that I applied to the transcripts. I later converted the
color-coded key phrases or concepts into a spreadsheet database of the codes so I could
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keep track of them, search for themes, and evaluate the relative level of importance. A
distilling process followed whereby the larger set of codes became primary patterns and
related markers were identified. Some data were discarded while filtering for themes
and searching for understanding of the participants’ meaning in the information
collected.
Validity
Validity is important to all types of research. It is the way in which researchers
can show that their work is trustworthy. In the case of interpretive or qualitative
research, validity is the way in which the researchers can portray the accuracy with
which they have described the data and identified the key themes or essence of the data.
There are several types of, and potential threats to, validity in interpretive research.
What follows are descriptions to address several of the validity considerations.
Triangulation. The purpose of triangulation is to evaluate the credibility of the
findings, check on the interpretation of information, and to gain assurance that a
comprehensive body of data is being collected (Stake, 1995). To achieve this assurance,
member checking occurred by person during and at the end of each interview. I was able
to draw on my skillsets as an agency investigative interviewer and mediator. By
paraphrasing my understanding of the interviewee’s stories, I was able to validate my
interpretations during the interviews. When possible information between data was
evaluated for consistency of data collected and my understanding of it.
Researcher bias. As is often the case in research, there is an opportunity for
researcher bias to impact the study (Johnson, 1997). Because I wanted to ensure I
obtained only the information the participants identified as significant to their
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experiences, I sought to identify my potential to introduce bias into my findings. I
embarked on this research journey acutely aware of two fundamental personal
viewpoints that could be both helpful and potentially harmful in data collection and
analysis. First, I hold a personal belief that people should be allowed to be who they
believe they are as long as their authenticity does not harm others. I believe that the
expression of one’s authenticity within the parameters of doing no harm should not be a
reason to be denied societal rights theoretically afforded to all. Specifically, as a result
of my professional experience with diversity and inclusion, I think that transgender
individuals should be treated with the same dignity and respect as non-transgender
individuals in the workplace. My experience in this area leads to my second personal
viewpoint, which is that I tend to assume that people who do not fit into the mold of the
majority might be disadvantaged, discriminated against, or harassed in the workplace.
Because of that assumption, I began this research knowing that I may focus on
participants’ descriptions that I am compelled to label as harassment or discrimination.
Memoing. To minimize the impact of the biases described above I actively
engaged in critical self-reflection throughout the research process, which Johnson
(1997) called reflexivity. I conducted reflexivity primarily through a journaling process
to identify the thoughts and feelings I was experiencing before, during, and after the
interviews and during transcript reviews and case presentation. These journal-type notes
were kept separate from the data collected and I consulted with my dissertation chair
and a mentor to process personal responses I was having as a result of hearing about the
experiences of the study participants. I remained aware and prepared to use additional
interview probes if I found that I was obtaining a disproportionate amount of data
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related to my biases related to discrimination and harassment. Surprisingly, the data
presented to me were quite contrary to my initial assumptions. Additionally, I used my
notes to identify any recorded reactions that potentially represented unconscious bias for
which I might have needed to more thoroughly process and have an awareness of as I
analyzed findings.
As the data were analyzed and themes emerged, I discussed my findings with my
dissertation chair, a colleague who has worked with LGBT people during her career, and
an OD psychologist who was able to assist me in separating workplace analyses from
case study reporting procedures. Each pattern and theme was cross-checked against the
interview transcripts to ensure the interpretations were truly present in the participants’
reported experiences were not a result of reactions I had as a researcher during or after
the interviews.
Ethical Issues
As a researcher and OD practitioner it was important to me, first and foremost,
that my activities caused no harm to those with whom I interacted. While the presence
of transgender people in the workplace is not new, they are a group of people who are
increasingly gaining visibility and voice in American society. In conducting this
research, I recognized that the matter of being transgender is a sensitive topic with social
and political implications and is not widely understood by the general public.
Additionally, many people falsely believe that transgender people as a group are
vulnerable or are likely to suffer from mental illness. In fact, like many non-transgender
people, many transgender people are involved with professional counselors and other
support systems to deal with psychological distress experienced by stressors related to
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things like relationships and work (Levitt & Ippolito, 2013). I recognized that discussing
the details and experiences of a gender transition might be an emotional topic for those
who experienced it, so I knew it was possible that participants in this study would share
highly sensitive thoughts and feelings. I made sure to offer any follow-up assistance and
resources needed and was prepared with transgender-specific referral contacts if needed.
None of the participants required this service.
As part of the process of selecting participants, all participants were provided
with a written description of the study during the solicitation process. Each individual
was also provided an advanced copy of the consent form and provided an opportunity to
have phone or email contact with me prior to making the decision to participate. In
addition to being sensitive to the potential for emotional responses and the highly
personal nature of the details shared during participant interviews, I was particularly
aware of the need to protect the confidentiality of participants. I specifically reviewed
the process by which I would protect confidentiality of the study participants as well as
any individuals and organizations discussed during the interview with each participant
prior to beginning the interviews. I have ensured that only I know the actual identity of
study participants presented in the final report of findings.
Summary
The research question, what are people’s workplace experiences prior to,
during, and following a transition from one gender to another, guided me on my quest
to identify key information that might be of use to organization development
professionals and organizational members alike. My intention was to obtain rich data
from each participant, which, along with his or her workplace, constituted a discrete
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case. The data were collected via semi-structured individual interviews with qualified
participants. Within-case and cross-case analyses were conducted in order to identify
common themes from the data obtained.
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CHAPTER 4
Findings
In this chapter I provide a profile of the participants followed by a series of
descriptions of the workplace experiences each participant shared in his or her words, and
mine as the researcher. Second, I provide a cross-case analysis to show the patterns that were
found across the cases. Finally, this chapter concludes with the presentation of the patterns,
related markers and the underlying themes that emerged from the data.
The purpose of this research was to understand and examine the experiences of
people who transitioned from one gender to another during a period of employment with an
employer. My research question was born of that purpose resulting in the opening invitation
for dialogue with the participants, “Tell me about your workplace experiences before, during,
and following your transition from one gender to another.”
Per guidance from Stake (1995, 2006), the following report of the findings was
written in a way intended to provide the reader with two perspectives. The presentation of the
participants’ experiences was written in a more narrative format intended to aid the reader’s
understanding of the participants’ (cases’) experiences. The information following the
presentation of the individual case narratives is the cross-case analysis of the findings. The
cross-case presentation outlines themes that emerged from the overall view of the cases as a
collective and provides understanding from the perspective of the whole set of data.
I started this research wholeheartedly seeking to hear and reflect upon the stories of
people who made an obvious change to their gender while employed. It was my hope that
information gleaned from what the participants shared would help people within
organizations facing similar decisions. In addition to finding themes within the participants’
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experiences, what I discovered along the way was a lesson in the power of acceptance. More
discussion about that lesson will be provided in Chapter 5.
Overview of Participants
Four of the five participants represented people who embarked on their gender
transitions during periods of employment. The remaining participant was a twenty-year
employee who made the conscious decision to delay gender transition until a few years after
retiring from her employing company. Three of the participants transitioned from male to
female and the other two transitioned from female to male. Overall the participants
represented a variety of industries from healthcare to customer service to manufacturing.
Three of the participants were from the Midwestern United States and two resided in
southern states. To protect the participants’ identities, each participant was referred to with a
pseudonym for both their female and male presentations. Additionally, pseudonyms were
created for places of employment and other significant actors in their stories.
Table 2
Participant Profiles
Participant Transition Approximate Time Since Employment
Employment
Pseudonym Type
Age
Transition
Type
Status
Lane
Male to
55-60
6.5 years
Clerical/
Working
Female
Customer Service
Quinn
Male to
65-70
5 years
Medical Doctor
Retired (postFemale
transition)
Asher
Female to 40-45
2 years
Customer Service Working &
Male
Massage Therapist Self-Employed
Alexandra Male to
65-70
5 years
Food
Retired (preFemale
Manufacturing
transition)
Jesse
Female to 40-45
20 years
Social Services
Working
Male
Note. Pseudonyms were used for participants, their places of employment, and all relevant
individuals referenced by name to ensure anonymity.
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Individual Case Presentations
The following individual case presentations are described in the order in which they
were collected.

Lane. A mutual professional acquaintance referred Lane to me. After several email
communications with her to provide information about this study and obtain consent for
participation, Lane and I met so she could share her story. My efforts to build rapport with
Lane by explaining my background and objectives prior to asking her to share her story were
unnecessary, as she eagerly jumped into sharing once I stated my goal of hearing about her
workplace experiences as she transitioned from male to female. She immediately proceeded
with “so, just kinda start with that?” and later responded that she was happy to be part of the
study because she hoped my research would be a way to get information about transgender
issues out to more people. Specifically, she was hoping someone will read it and say, “Hey, I
feel comfortable transitioning on the job.”
Lane’s Workplace. Lane explained that she worked in a rural clinic affiliated with the
larger healthcare system, Security Health, whose main campus was located in a more urban
setting, about thirty-five miles from the clinic. She worked as a patient services assistant for
the business section of the healthcare system. Her role involved direct daily contact with
patients and, while she assisted patients in navigating the health system, had regular
interactions with many other staff throughout the organization. Although Lane initially had
some fear about how she would be treated in the more rural clinic when she eventually
transferred there from the main campus, she described the work environment at Security
Health as highly focused on patient care and employee support. The organization regularly
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surveyed employees about satisfaction and other aspects of the workplace. Lane also said she
experienced being able to make connections with coworkers because of the work
environment.
Initial Experiences. Lane’s tenure with the organization started around 2007 at the
larger urban facility. She obtained the job while living her life as the male sex she was
assigned at birth. She explained that when she started her job with Security Health she had
already changed her name to Lane but she used her other name in employment because,
“…the other person, you know, the other me got the job, but Lane kept the job.” After
several years of employment Lane and her wife, who was a steadfast support for her, decided
the time was right for Lane to embark on the process to transition fully from “the other
person,” her anatomical maleness, to live as her female self. The two had many discussions
about the pros and cons of moving forward and Connie, Lane’s wife, bore a share of the
burden when they began their search and reference check for qualified surgeons who could
meet Lane’s needs. Connie was described in such a way that I believed her to be a very
concerned spouse who looked out for Lane’s well-being.
In addition to support at home, Lane described an impactful encounter with a
colleague that set the tone for experiences at work. This colleague, with whom Lane had
become friends while they worked the night shift together, had confided in her during one of
their work shifts that in turn provided Lane an opportunity to share her own news. Lane
relayed the following about the encounter:
She opened up to me one night and told me something about her and I said well, I’ve
got something I need to tell you. I said, ‘I’m transitioning to be a female.’ She just sat
back and I was hoping and praying that she didn’t run out of the room.
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The friend had in fact stayed in the room and continued the conversation. This support
extended to daily talks about progress Lane was making in her process and inquiries about
telling others in the workplace. Lane elected not to tell others any detailed information, only
that she was going to be gone for surgery. Near the date of her departure from work for the
procedure, she said her boss asked her to come into his office.
I said, ‘Well, I’m having surgery this week’ and he said, ‘Yeah, I know…I would like
to pray with you for a good surgery.’ He didn’t know I was having this kind of
surgery. And when he prayed it was like, ‘I can’t do this; I need to tell you…I’m
going through surgery and I’m transitioning from a male to a female.’ And he says
‘Okay, what can I do for you?’
Although the encounters with her colleague and supervisor went well, Lane opted not to tell
any other people at work, she simply had not been ready for others to know. Upon her return,
she found that word had somehow gotten out about her procedure. Despite her frustration
with the unauthorized sharing of this information, she described graciously responding to
people’s curious inquiries. She shared that her name was Lane, that she wanted to be referred
to with feminine pronouns, and so forth. However, underneath it all she was really upset
because she had wanted to tell people on her own terms and in her own way. Later, after
conversations with Connie at home, Lane decided that the person who told her personal story
had done her a favor, “[that individual] took it off my shoulders and told everybody.” The
response within her work group was overwhelmingly positive from female staff. She
received hugs, offers of assistance if needed, and respectful inquiries into her decision to
make the change. She even felt supported when people “yelled at [her]” for not telling them
ahead of time that she was undergoing such a major procedure and allowing them to help out.
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In contrast, male colleagues responded by tending to distance themselves from her and
indirectly expressing disbelief and inability to comprehend why she would alter her anatomy.
Not all experiences were positive. Lane shared two incidences that occurred when she
worked in the emergency department at the hospital. While her name had been legally
changed to Lane and used in other aspects of her life, she had not yet changed it officially
with her employer. In this particular instance, a staff member informed her that he was going
to refer to her by the male name on her badge until the badge said otherwise. Her attempts to
explain her preference to go by Lane went unmet by this individual. That unpleasant
encounter prompted her to officially change her identity with her employer. A later dealing
with that same individual at work proved that he was true to his promise that he would
address Lane by the name on her badge. However, that victorious acknowledgement was
short-lived for Lane as the colleague abrasively shared his opinion that she did not look like a
woman and, no matter how much alcohol he drank, Lane would always look like a man to
him.
Lane reported she was aware of only one other expression of disapproval from a
coworker. Lane was not present, but the coworker’s statement was overhead by a patient at
Security Health.
The only other instance I had was when one of the employees called me an ‘it’ and
the patient was so dismayed that she turned in the complaint about the employee
calling me an ‘it’ so I guess I’m blessed…because my transition on the job was
remarkable…it couldn’t have been any better.
Sense of self. “I was a female, but I just had the wrong parts. I wasn’t anatomically
correct.” At several points when sharing her story, Lane referenced “the other person” she
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was. At no point did she acknowledge herself by her former name and, as the researcher, I
chose not to press her for further details. Although she began her work at Security Health
presenting herself in a traditionally male manner of dress, Lane reveals she has always
considered herself to be a woman. The surgery she underwent in 2010 merely served to align
her anatomy with her sense of self. When asked if her coworkers had changed their
expectations of her performance and gender role following her transition and presentation as
a female at work, she said,
I’ve never had that, I guess, submissive behavior or approach…[but] I take it upon
myself to make sure…that you have what you need. A lot of people might take that as
being the female side. I just think of it as being who I am supposed to be.
Lane confided that she worried a lot about how her decision to transition would impact
others. She was concerned it would be hurtful to others, but she, “just wanted to make it nice
for myself and for them to accept me for who I was.” Friends and colleagues offered their
insight about why the people closest to her were not overly surprised by her revelation and
alignment of self.
[Because]…people got to know you for who you are before you shocked them and
[they] found out who you really are. If I didn’t know you for who you are, I probably
would have walked out of the room, but I got to know you for who you are before
you became [Lane]. We really don’t care who you are as long as you’re happy.
Even Lane’s wife of twenty-five years shared with her that she knew from the beginning of
their relationship that Lane was truly a female, but knew that self-discovery had to happen
for Lane in its own time. That time finally arrived prior to her 2010 surgery. As she recalled,
“doors were finally opening to me and everything fell into place.” She poignantly
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remembered feeling intense frustration with the requirement of seeing a therapist prior to
being able to obtain concurrence and approval for the surgical procedure of gender
reassignment. “It was just another hoop I had to jump through…I know who I am and I know
who I want to be. Why do I have to explain to you my life?” In hindsight, Lane said, she sees
the value in that “hoop” and the ways in which it has helped her cope with adjusting to her
new reality.
Bathrooms, dressing rooms, and bravery. At one point, Lane described having a
battle between the two people she was. When asked to elaborate, my inquiry was met with a
lingering pause. She revealed, “That battle, that internal battle is, is very, very hard. It’s a
battle because one of you is going to survive and the other is going to die. And
hopefully…[the right] one does survive.” Throughout Lane’s personal battle she found it
helpful to take small steps such as wearing women’s clothes underneath her work attire and
perhaps a few women’s articles of clothing as part of her work attire to see if anyone noticed
or reacted. “I did it slowly, it was like an experiment,” she explained. “If nobody notices or
nobody said anything then I pushed it a step further. That was the hardest thing, was the
nervous thing for me and [my wife].” The articulated fear based in the concern of both
women for Lane’s safety was thankfully unrealized in the workplace.
“Sometimes I will get nervous, but not as nervous as I used to get.” Multi-user public
bathrooms and clothing store dressing rooms are two of the places where Lane’s nervousness
crept in from time to time. That fear for personal safety was not always present, but the
recent media attention and public outcry about which bathrooms transgender people should
or can use has made her self-conscious and at times, fearful. When she enters a bathroom and
encounters another person, Lane said the person usually greets her with the typical
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pleasantries strangers exchange during such encounters but her usual thought during these
encounters was, I don’t need to talk, I need to go potty and I need to get out of here.
Nevertheless, she said she reciprocates the greetings. Lane remarked to me, “Sometimes
they’re more comfortable with me than I am with me, but it’s a lot better than it used to
be…and sometimes that’s surprising.”
Only recently Lane had been able to act on her long-time desire to wear skirts and
dresses. With coworker and church family support she has had the courage to explore
different clothing styles. “A lot of them want to take me out and dress me. It’s like, I don’t
need you to dress me, but it makes me feel more a part of the club.” Lane first wore her new
skirts to church and was well received. She was encouraged by parishioners’ comments and
assurances that she looked good in her outfit. “It’s fun and interesting,” she shared in an
upbeat tone, “and sometimes it’s nerve-wracking and scary because I still haven’t gotten
comfortable doing some things, but more comfortable than I used to be.” This comfort had
finally extended to the workplace, to the point where Lane wore skirts at work. The positive
feedback she received regarding her presentation of her female identity further added to her
level of comfort. “You know you’re presenting very well, enough for people to recognize
you as a female.” These experiences all lead to her ability to proclaim, “…work, it’s a very
protective place. I don’t feel I have anything to worry about at work.”
Summary. “It is nice to have other people recognize you for who you believe you are,
which is a good thing.” The importance of authenticity, support, and acceptance was evident
throughout Lane’s story and the examples she shared. Her personal grappling with the
alignment of self, her “rebirth,” was ultimately labeled by Lane as a good and positive
experience, in part due to her supportive workplace. The friend and supervisor with whom
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she had been able to confide prior to surgery and the open-arms welcome upon her return to
work were reassuring. Additionally, the organization’s unprompted offer to provide
additional security and supervisors consistently and frequently correcting people who used
the incorrect pronoun or name with Lane were instrumental in her successful gender
transition while on the job.
When asked if she had experienced any changes to her own job satisfaction,
productivity, or ability to be creative, Lane asserted that she enjoyed what she did for work at
Security Health and always had. Perhaps her consistent job satisfaction pre-and posttransition was related to the skill with which the organization handled her transition and
outwardly showed support.
Near the end of our time together, Lane revealed what she hoped to achieve by
sharing her narrative.
But the studies you’re doing, I’m hoping that not only the people affected by
this…get to realize that there are people who transition on the job. There are a lot of
employers who find out you’re transitioning on the job and they would fire you in a
heartbeat. There are a lot…of employers out there that really don’t care because I
believe they are finally understanding they are getting the best out of that person
because that person no longer has to fight with two people to become the person they
need to become.

Quinn. Quinn was an eager participant of this research. She contacted me shortly
after members of my personal network began assisting with the dissemination of my
solicitation letter (See the invitation email message in Appendix A). In her initial contact,
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prior to speaking with or meeting me, she introduced herself by disclosing personal
characteristics that qualified her for my study. Her willingness to reveal such details in an
initial message led me to believe she would be very open in sharing her experiences as a
transgender person.
True to my assumption, after we reviewed the consent documents, how
confidentiality would be handled, and answered any questions, Quinn began sharing her story
from the beginning (prior to her birth). The interview lasted well over four hours, with a
break partway through. Although my primary request to Quinn was, “tell me about your
workplace experiences before, during, and following your transition from one gender to
another,” she thought it important to provide me with the additional background. At times
during the interview I asked clarifying questions to ensure I understood the meaning of her
experiences as she relayed them to me, but overall Quinn easily articulated her life’s journey
as a gender non-conforming person without much prompt. She appeared comfortable in her
home office surrounded by shelves of books, photos, and her two pets. The following is a
brief summary of Quinn’s story.
Background. “My neshama ended up in the wrong guf.” Quinn, a self-professed
Orthodox Jewish woman and trained rabbi, began her background description in an animated
fashion. She spoke of her belief that, prior to birth, her boisterous personality led her to the
line in heaven where the souls (neshama) of boys were being placed into the developing
bodies (guf) of baby boys. Because, she says, she was in that line of souls chatting with the
boys, the Creator plucked her soul up as the next in queue and deposited her into the awaiting
male fetus in which she developed and was born. “My earliest thought of gender, and I’m
talking as a baby, [was] feminine.” Quinn further explained that in her early years growing
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up with older sisters and a female neighborhood playmate who became her best friend, she
did not realize others in fact identified her as a boy. Gender designations were not things that
were openly discussed in her household and having never observed the genitals of others as a
young child, she did not know that hers differed from the girls in her life. Quinn simply knew
that she enjoyed playing with the toys and clothes available to her and sneaking into her older
sisters’ rooms to play with makeup and clothes like any other younger sibling would do. The
difference between Quinn’s gender identity and birth sex only came to light when she
experienced a traumatic, stern warning from her mother just prior to entry into kindergarten.
The incident occurred when Quinn insisted she needed dresses for school. She vividly
recalled,
When I was five it was time to go to kindergarten. And, being a very precocious little
girl, I went to my mommy and I said, ‘can I have dresses to go to [school], I don’t
have any dresses Mommy.’ And that’s when it hit her, that her precocious little boy
thinks he’s a girl. I was a kid I was gender neutral, but not in my mind, I was gender
female. I didn’t know what that was (gesturing to her pelvic area), how did I know
that not every girl had that?
Much to her astonishment Quinn was punished for the request for dresses and instructed to
never again talk about being a girl when she was in fact, according to her family, a boy. To
reinforce this message, Quinn’s mother told her that if others knew she thought she was a girl
that she would be taken away from her family and placed in a home for crazy people.
Sense of self. Her mother’s threat of Quinn being taken away from her family if
anyone found out she thought she was a girl sealed her resolve to ensure no one ever knew
the truth about her identity. She told me,
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So, being a really smart little girl. I said [to myself] I’m a girl, but mom tells me I
have to pretend to be a boy. So, if I have to be a boy, I’ll be the best boy I can be so
nobody will know I’m a girl.
Quinn described the wholehearted way in which she spent her childhood and young
adult life playing the role of being a boy. She excelled in grade school and in Boy Scouts; she
stayed busy in high school easily earning sports accolades and being involved in activities
“typical of girls” such as choir, band, and the yearbook committee. Even with her best
attempts to keep her outward persona intact and seek some solace in her immersion in “girllike” activities, Quinn struggled.
That only works for so long and then you get the urge. It’s tough being an actress
doing a transgender role 24/7. So at times I would be so uptight. When my parents
weren’t around…I’d sneak in [to my sisters’ rooms], like I would do when I was a
little girl, and I’d put stuff on. I’d put on some underthings and…I was me.
Having even short periods of private time to decompress by aligning her outward appearance
with her inner self allowed Quinn to continue her life’s journey. She entered college with
intentions of becoming a doctor. It was in college where she first met her wife, Maureen.
Their relationship started out as a friendship that blossomed into more. Quinn explained that
it was a perfect arrangement and she felt she had the best of both worlds because Maureen
was her best friend first. They would go out together, go shopping, eat at restaurants, try new
things, and have fun. The partnership worked. They were both focused on career and not
overly interested in the intimacy, just togetherness. Their love and life together meant Quinn
needed to continue her performance of a male identity, but also allowed her to experience
bits and pieces of her true identity.
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We set up house. I got to play house. Sometimes when [Maureen] wasn’t home…you
know when I got really uptight, I would go into our bedroom and I’d put on some
stuff and I’d just sit and relax. Let it all drain.
This ability to dress in women’s clothing served to have a calming effect on Quinn; it felt
affirming to be able to step away from her created persona and just exist as the woman she
felt she was. She explained the importance of having moments,
To be out of the role-playing and be back as [Quinn], even for a short time. And I
used to fold everything back up exactly the way [Maureen] would and I’d put it back
in the drawer so I wouldn’t get caught. Thank God she was oblivious to all of this.
Given her descriptions of the various ways she sought out the time and space to wear
clothing typical of females as a way to de-stress throughout her life prior to transition, it was
clear to me that Quinn’s ability to experience congruence in appearance and mind were
paramount to her ability to thrive in her life despite her internal battle with her identity.
While Quinn had shared her birth name, Quinton, and referred to it throughout the
interview, her childhood nickname, Quinnie, could have been considered gender neutral or
unisex, which added to her initial gender confusion and lent itself to an easy conversion into
a feminine version once she transitioned. Quinn’s frequent references to her “girl self,” “girl
me,” and feminine psyche” were far more prevalent a theme as she shared her life’s
experiences during the interview. As she grew up, Quinn became a leader, healer, and teacher
because, she says, of her “feminine psyche.” She recalled that the only times she could
outwardly match her internal identity was in her dreams at night and when she was alone at
home and able to dress in women’s clothing in private.
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When I went to bed at night. That’s the only place where I could be myself. In my
dreams. At night I dreamt that I was a girl and when I’d get up, I’d be prepare to be a
boy. You know [I created] my cover image. I would have gotten an Oscar or a Tony
for the role when I was pretending to be a boy. From [age] five on, outside of my
bedroom and my bed and my dreams, I had to live this fantasy, which became reality.
As Quinn’s desire grew stronger to be able to show the world her true female self, she
pled with her Creator for clarity. Her pursuit of rabbinical studies was her attempt to gain
permission to change her anatomical sex or to have the desire to do so removed from her
mind.
I became a rabbi because I questioned myself whether I was doing the right thing,
whether this is what God wanted. [I questioned] if God would be really upset with
me, because that’s important, if I transitioned and…didn’t go back under cover. I
can’t change my soul, I can only go back to pretend. I asked God to change my
neshama to a boy neshama if I was wrong, and he didn’t.
Her accomplishment of passing the certification to become a rabbi and God’s apparent
message of not changing her soul to match her body gave Quinn the permission she needed
to move forward with her gender affirming surgery in May 2012. “I have my first birthday
and I have my second birthday,” she proudly declared.
Gender presentation at work. Fast forward through Quinn’s youthful efforts to “be
the best boy [she] could be” so that her family would not know that she was really a girl on
the inside, she enlisted and served in the United States military. Although she conformed to
the expected gender presentation of male during her time of service, she was able to appease
her “feminine psyche” by focusing her jobs in the categories of teaching and healthcare.
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Additionally, she became involved in the Boy Scouts and later, a brief stint with the Girl
Scouts, which fulfilled a need to nurture children in disguise as a father figure.
At the time of our interview Quinn has been retired from her long-time practice as a
medical doctor for nearly one year. The practice was a busy family practice clinic that she
operated with a practice partner who shared the clinic space and had his own patient
caseload. Although each doctor had a distinct panel of patients, as partners in the course of
managing the daily operations of their practice they regularly interacted with each other and
the numerous support staff they employed. These interactions meant there was familiarity
with each other and their staff so Quinn had to keep these interactions in mind as she
considered options for pursuing gender alignment. When Quinn began her practice she was
publicly living her gender as conforming to the male designation she was given at birth based
on the presence of male genitalia. There was a period of time when Quinn moved to another
state without her wife to set up a medical practice that would take them into retirement. She
described the freedom of living on her own and being able to come home from work and
immediately take off her work clothes and dress in feminine clothes to decompress and relax.
Publicly dabbling in women’s fashion. For several years before “going full time”
dressed publicly as a female, Quinn experimented with wearing women’s clothes, subtle
makeup, and accessories at work to see if people would notice or say anything to her about it.
At one point, around 2009, she described the time she had managed to gain her wife’s
endorsement to wear women’s jeans.
The first piece of female clothing that I wore consistently, even in my male role, was
Gloria Vanderbilt Amanda jeans. It was five-pocket, [but] the pockets are not quite as
deep as in the boy’s version and you wouldn’t know that from just looking at them.
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You know, they’re just straight-legged jeans. And if you removed the little swoosh,
they could look just like Lee jeans. And Levi used to make a stretchy jean for men.
So I bought them and I loved it, because you know it would fit all around me and they
weren’t sagging and yucky. I don’t like the oversized bagginess. And they stopped
making it so when my Levi’s wore out I didn’t know what else to do and I was
looking at my wife’s. She wore Amanda jeans and I looked at her jeans and said [to
myself] ‘I wonder if I would fit into them?’ and I was rather skinny so I slipped into
them. They were a little tight, but wow! So I said to her ‘you know, my stretch Levi
jeans, they aren’t making them anymore and I wore them out. I can’t find anything,
what do you think I can do?’ She said, “you ought to try on a pair of Amanda jeans,
they look just like men’s jeans.” I let it be her suggestion that I try on the Amanda. So
I said, ‘will you go with me?’ We went into the women’s section of Kohl’s and
picked out Amanda jeans (clapping her hands and smiling). So here I was with my
best friend picking out Amanda jeans, Gloria Vanderbilt jeans! My life is looking up!
Although Quinn continued to hide her true self from her wife and family, this moment of joy
when shopping with her wife sparked her desire to feel the comfort of being able to wear
those Amanda jeans to work at her shared medical practice, at the hospital, and when out and
about. Quinn experienced a first nudge to be her true self when she was at one of her regular
manicure appointments, but in her male presentation.
I started going for manicures. At first I would go in to have a manicure and basically
they would use clear polish and cut my nails to, you know, a reasonable length. Like
other guys go into have their nails done. But I felt very much at home. I didn’t feel
like I was in a strange place. So the one girl who was doing my nails said to me, at a
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weakened moment, “Quinn, your nails are so strong, you should have it done in
French.” And I said, ‘you know, someday I would really love to.’ She looked at me. I
had some pictures I had taken [of me dressed as a woman]. She said, “Well, I’ll tell
you what. From now on you’ll have to come for your manicures as her.” And I said,
‘Are you sure? You don’t think I’ll have a problem?’
They didn’t think she’d have a problem, so Quinn arrived at her next appointment dressed in
conservative women’s clothing. She was very well received and “felt like a million bucks
[like] I never felt before.”
The encounter gave Quinn the courage to explore further information available online
about living as a transgender person. She found websites where she could meet other people
like her. “I admitted to being transgender for the first time because it was on a screen. It was
much safer [because] I was at home, in my own house.” She traveled to meet one woman
who had a business in dressing transgender women. Quinn was “dressed” when she made the
hours-long trip to meet the woman and recalled being nervous about getting stopped by the
police along the way because she was so new to being transgender. Only when she exited her
car and received a catcall from a man in the parking lot did Quinn realize “I can go out and
be me.” Her continued online connections and subsequent in-person meetings resulted in
information gathering, networking, and friendships that became her support system.
Quinn’s second nudge toward gender conformation came when she was called into
her personal physician’s office to have additional blood drawn so some lab tests could be
rerun. Because of the short-notice request for her to come to the clinic, Quinn did not have
time to go home and change into gender-neutral or male clothes. She forewarned the
receptionist she was not dressed the way they were used to seeing her. The caller indicated it
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did not matter and Quinn went to the clinic anyway. To her delight the staff remained
professional and complimented her outfit. With the nervousness of how she would be treated
dissipating Quinn was finally able to have a more open conversation about her transition with
her own healthcare provider. Although she had not been fully hiding her identity, she had
been unsure of what the people at the clinic had noticed or thought. After the encounter of
arriving to the clinic dressed as a woman Quinn reflected,
They had suspicions because I’d been going to my tests with four earrings and little
bits of gentle makeup, but nothing intense. You know, a woman could see it. Guys
couldn’t notice it, but women could pick it out and I’m sure they did but they didn’t
want to say anything.
So I knew I was ready, I knew it was time. After such a warm reception at her
manicurist and then at her healthcare provider’s office, Quinn had her final push to publicly
embrace her true female self. Her practice partner at work provided this push.
Finally, this guy I was working with in his office said to me, “Quinn, what’s with you
got the [double pierced] earrings…you know I see you’ve started wearing makeup,
what gives?” And I told him. I said, ‘Well, I’m transgender. I’m in the process of
transgendering over.’ He said, “Look…you can’t be half one way and half the other.
So, you talk like a girl, you walk like a girl, you dress like a girl anyway so be a girl!”
So she did. Quinn ditched the blue scrub tops in favor of the pink ones. Her patients
commented that she seemed much more relaxed. As she continued to practice medicine
Quinn said that only one or two patients asked to see other providers, the rest did not seem to
be impacted by having a female healthcare provider who was initially a male practitioner.
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Summary. The journey to wholeness and happiness was long and winding for Quinn.
For as far back as she remembered there was always a yearning to be able to dress the way
she wanted. She ached to be the one at the school dance in the frilly dresses with bows and
ribbons. When taking the Girl Scouts to a store to purchase their uniforms, she fantasized that
she too was buying the skirt and vest to signify she belonged. The inability to do so because
of her mother’s grave warning to keep secret her true identity created unresolved resentment,
but also the conditions in which “dressing” in private allowed her to be able to cope with
life’s stressors and relax until she was able to make her anatomical transition from male to
female. Of that process, Quinn shared,
As of 2011 I was full time me [with public female presentation]. And I went through
all of the bells and whistles that a transgender has to go through. I had to find a
psychologist to say that…I have a female brain. I had to get a doctor and find a
surgeon. So [until then] I was stuck in this netherworld of here I am being able to live
as the girl that I am in my mind and in my soul and be that person and [I am] still
stuck with all of the other ramifications [that is, male genitalia].
Once she finally found a surgeon to take her case and managed to gather the funds needed,
she was able to undergo the gender reassignment surgery. Quinn said she finally felt normal.
It felt like she has had a “second birthday” to finally have a body with anatomy that matched
the women she had been on the inside all along.
Perhaps the most difficult aspect of her transition though, was figuring out how to
break the news to her then wife, Maureen. Because they had been living in separate states
while Quinn was setting up a medical practice to take them into retirement and Maureen was
wrapping up her teaching career, Quinn had been able to keep her focus on her needs during
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her transition. Having completed the transition, needing to reveal the truth, and explain to her
wife was the last and most difficult hurdle.
[It was] one of the hardest things I’ve ever had to do. Because here’s my girlfriend
since forever, since college. Through thick and through skinny, she’s my best friend.
And now I have to tell her that the weirdo guy that she was married to, that she loved,
was not really a guy.
With the support of their son who already knew, Quinn faced Maureen after a family
function that had brought them all together. It was the last time Quinn had agreed to present
her gender as conforming to normative expectations for males, partially so that she could
ease into her news.
So I sat there with my wife at my son’s house and when I told her it was like I threw
ice water on her. And she said, “Why did you marry me?” I said, “I married you
because I loved you. And I didn’t think that anything in the world would allow me to
become who I really am. But you stayed in [our home town] and I was here and I
became myself. I came into my own.” I said, “Honey, you’re still my best friend.”
Maureen’s initial reaction and ultimate decision was that they could not stay together as a
married couple. Quinn provided Maureen with a book that she later started providing to
patients and their families as well due to its utility in helping people understand the
transgender individuals who are in their lives. Quinn reported that after reading the book
several times Maureen understood what being transgender was all about for Quinn.
Now retired and married for two years to Norman, who knew Quinn was a
transgender woman from the start of the relationship, Quinn gleefully summed up her story,
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My body is fine. I’m very happy with it. I was just so comfortable being me! Being
Quinn! I had no problem dropping the male pseudo name [Quinton]. I could be me,
myself, and I, the girl that I’d been my whole life.

Asher (Ash). Asher was referred to me via a member of my personal network. He
responded to the request for an interview within a week of receipt. Ash was dressed casually,
wearing a football championship cap and sweatshirt and appeared relaxed and eager to talk as
we started the process. He disclosed being around the age of forty and joked about needing to
watch what he eats due to the side effect of increased appetite from the hormones he takes.
Having already reviewed the solicitation information and consent form, Ash indicated he had
no questions prior to me asking him to describe his workplace experiences prior to, during,
and following his transition from female to male.
Ash’s story seemed almost to cover more than one lifetime despite his age. He
eventually noted, “I’ve lived like five different identities throughout my life just trying to
find where I fit in because it is what it is.” Excerpts from his story will follow. Lending to the
wonderment of his life’s course was that Ash is daideó (an Irish term for grandfather) to his
nearly one-year-old grandson, but also mother to his three children. Prior to his
transformation, Ash conceived and birthed his son and two daughters. Now a divorced single
father and grandfather, Ash shared with me his journey to finding himself. Part of that
journey and effort to care for his family has included working in several jobs, completing a
post-secondary education program, and embarking on a quest to launch an entrepreneurial
venture that he hopes will provide balance between finances and family.
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Ash’s Workplaces. Prior to fully making his transition from female to male, Ash was
employed with a well-known statewide non-profit organization in a Midwestern state. The
organization, State’s Healthy People (SHP), was formed in the 1980s for the purpose of
providing education, supportive services, and advocacy related to health. The workplace was
described both by Ash and the organization’s website as having employees of diverse and
wide-ranging backgrounds, which positioned the organization to best serve the community
and created an inviting place for its workers. With regard to the composition of the
workplace he added, “As far as in the workplace, I really had it very easy to start
with…when I first came out and first considered transitioning…I was in probably the safest
space that I ever could have been.”
Ash started with SHP as a volunteer helping out with front desk reception types of
duties a couple of days per week. He was later approached by a member of management and
asked if he would like to establish a paid, regular part-time schedule. Ash figured he was
already there part of that time anyway and he was going to school when not volunteering or
working, so why not switch to paid status and continue on with the organization. He believed
in the cause and wanted to help.
I asked Ash to think back to his time with this organization and see if he could
pinpoint for me anything about the workplace environment, people, policies, or anything else
that lead to his experience there being safe and in his words, “fabulous.” After a few
moments of silence he told me,
I think that honestly it was the group of people that I worked with… It took me a
really, really long time to figure out and then accept [that I’m transgender]. So really
just kind of at that point [when I worked at SHP] I had identified as trans, but
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[thought] I’m not going to transition. I know who I am, I’m comfortable. It was kind
of at that point that [co-workers] had started respectfully asking questions.
In addition to co-workers asking Ash about his preferred pronouns and his perspective as a
trans man who also identifies as being gay. They offered support and encouragement as he
worked through decisions to actually start a physical transformation. “When I started
hormones, they threw a lunch for me. They bought me a cake! It was super, super cool.”
Ultimately Ash identified that his workplace at SHP included a lot of diverse people with
diverse backgrounds who were all focused on the organization’s mission. Because the
organization worked with people of diverse backgrounds and needs each employee’s or
volunteer’s perspective made them subject matter experts for the clients they served. Ash
reflected, “Had I been in any other kind of situation, I don’t know that I would have had that
good of an experience coming out.” He described the curious responses of colleagues as an
affirming experience that showed him he was valued as part of the team for who he was as a
person.
Education and affiliated employment. Working to support a family was a necessity,
but Ash also wanted to pursue specialized education and a career in massage therapy.
Because he attended a program at the same time he worked for SHP, the school became
another institution where he simultaneously had to navigate his transition from female to
male. On becoming a massage therapist Ash said, “I’m very empathic and I’m very
intuitive…there’s nothing else for me to do in the world.” While nothing will top the
reception he had at SHP, the small massage therapy school he attended was nearly as
supportive and respectful as his workplace experiences.
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Ash was enrolled in the program under his given name and while he was pre-hormone
treatment and pre-top surgery, but he asserted, “Ninety percent of people thought I was a
dude anyway,” until they saw his name or heard him talk. The first time the matter of being
transgender arose in a way that required the school to directly inquire about his status was
during the clinical skill application phase of the program. The program administrators needed
to know whether to bill Ash as a male or a female therapist. I asked how the school knew to
make such an inquiry and he explained,
It was really laid back because the school was super small. It would come up in
conversation with my fellow students…it was just kind of known that that’s how I
identified. We didn’t really think about it a whole lot until I got a phone call from one
of my other students who was working…at the front desk. She called me [and said],
‘Dude, I just had something come up and I didn’t know what to do so we booked
them with somebody else until we could get an answer from you.’ [A client was told
his] therapist was going to be Ash and he [asked] ‘Is that a male or female?’ [The
student] said, ‘I know you identify as male…what do you want us to do? Do you
want us to bill you as a male all the time?’
The question about how to bill his gender to clients arose because his enrolled name
conflicted with his appearance. Ash’s legal and enrolled name, Ashleigh Rosaleen McGrath,
was clearly a feminine name, but that did not match with his appearance because he had not
yet undergone his eventual double mastectomy or started on his testosterone hormone
regimen. Though, given his usual manner of dress, Ash was often mistaken for a man, his
pre-testosterone voice was more in a soprano range than the baritone he spoke to me with
during our interview. About the decision to bill him as a male therapist Ash added, “It wasn’t
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really a big deal; it was kinda like, ‘that’s how we’re going to do it.’ They put a little note in
there and I never had an issue with it the entire time I was on the floor.”
Post education Ash went to work for a small massage therapy company owned by a
husband and wife team. The wife was also a teacher for the massage school and the husband,
Preston, had been a practice client for the students. Ash had worked on Preston several times
during training and since they both knew his status as a transgender man, he figured working
for the couple would be no big deal. His assumption about the ease of working at the
company was mistaken. “I worked for the most misogynistic piece of crap…if you can
envision the stereotypical, small town, narcissistic asshole.” Ash assured me that Preston was
completely accepting of the fact that Ash identified as a man,
[Preston] was very vocal about being ok with [my transgender status], but he felt like
it gave him a free pass to be a douchebag jock, like, I’m going to bro-talk with you
and we’re going to talk about this girl at the bar I saw the other night. I probably
could have had them shut down for sexual harassment because of the things he would
say. It was very uncomfortable. I actually walked away from massage for a year.
Down and having to be out. Though it was certainly not ideal to have to leave
employment because of a bad boss and less so to have it happen in a dream career field, Ash
was not deterred from working hard and providing for his family. He contacted a friend who
was working for a large insurance company and said he needed a job. “This was the first time
that I actually had to go in blind and basically out myself,” Ash recalled,
At that point I had been on hormones for probably about six months or so, so I had
had some change. [My] voice was changing you know. And in my interview I just
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kind blurted, ‘Like, I know my paperwork says one thing, but I am going to be using
the men’s bathroom because I’m transgender.’
The woman conducting the employee onboarding process appeared unflappable responding
only that she, as far as she knew, had never interviewed, or had a transgender person on staff.
She assured Ash the company would do everything they could to make him comfortable and
that he could use the men’s bathroom. The nature of the work and the environment
necessitated that employees be provided with security clearance and to visibly display
identification badges. Ash was instructed to take note of a person’s name and notify the
manager if he ever experienced any issues with staff related to his use of the men’s room.
“She was absolutely amazing,” which served to make working at the company a positive
experience.
Ash said he had been pleasantly surprised with how well he was received as a
transgender person because, in his opinion, the company was known to be fairly
conservative. Supporting his impression he noted, “They don’t have a diversity
committee…or participate in Pride,” which were indicators of a welcoming environment to
Ash. Despite the lack of such indicators, he added, “[But] the nine months I was there were
pretty amazing.” A specific example he shared that contributed to his positive feelings of his
time with the employer was that Ash’s supervisor would make sure company-wide email
messages announcing contests or other team-related events were changed to Asher’s male
name instead of listing his legal name, Ashleigh, which auto populated in messages from the
electronic mailing list database. Though his time with the company was merely a stepping
stone intended to position him to be able to return to his passion, massage therapy, Ash noted
that the employees were wonderful to him. And, for his first experience disclosing his
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transgender status in a business industry that might not have understood, it was reassuring
that he could engage with the “real world” as his male self without negative ramifications.
A man with a plan. A crucial piece of Ash’s return to work as a massage therapist
was in progress at the time we talked. Even though he had gone by Ash for ten years, he had
finally initiated the process of legally changing his name from Ashleigh to Asher. His plan
was to establish his own massage business and, having completed his physical
transformation, Ash was able to fully present himself as a male therapist. He explained the
importance of having his legal documents match his appearance in this new endeavor.
I have clients that don’t know. Now I’m at the point where I don’t have to tell people.
When I hand them my ID it’s going to match what I look like. [Unlike] now when I
hand people my ID and they look at me [perplexed].
Ash described his quandary in making decisions about marketing and conducting his
business.
I’m getting ready to traverse that unknown ground you know…do I put it out there
publicly that I’m a transgender therapist and I’m open to working with LGBT
[people] and…it’s a safe space? Or, do I just let it go [because] if you do that you also
risk alienating a portion of your clientele that may or may not be uncomfortable?
Then you think…’do I want those clients anyway?’ It’s a whole new set of obstacles
that I haven’t navigated yet.
On the other hand, Ash has considered that his interactions and personality could result in
him being the person who positively influences someone who was uncomfortable with the
idea of transgender people. His hope in that type of scenario was that a change of heart for
such an individual could result in that person being a “safe” person for a friend, family
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member, or co-worker to come out to about their transgender identity at some point in the
future. Deciding which path to pursue prior to more fully launching his business was still in
limbo. “It’s kind of this judicial scale going on in my head. It’s an interesting conundrum.”
Regardless of his decision on how and where to market his services, Ash’s next step was to
legally obtain his new name to match a newly aligned identity.
Sense of Self. It’s very much been this weird shedding of layers over the years and it
took me thirty-five years to get to a place where I was comfortable. Interestingly, Ash never
brought up his given name, Ashleigh, until asked, but he readily shared that his mother had
given him his middle name, Rosaleen, in honor of her grandmother.
A lot of individuals who identify as transgender or non-binary they’re like, ‘that’s my
dead name, that’s my old life, I don’t want anything to do with that.’ [For me] that’s
kind of who I was… it’s what brought me to who I am today. I wouldn’t be who I am
today if I hadn’t been a whore in my twenties and wore miniskirts and thigh-high
boots because I thought that’s what guys liked. And it just obviously didn’t work, but
I wouldn’t be where I’m at now if that part of my life wasn’t there.
Ash spent his childhood years hating his feminine body as it developed into a young woman.
He struggled to decide how he wanted to present himself in his life. He said he spent half of
his time dressing and behaving like a tomboy and the rest of the time portraying himself as a
very high-maintenance, well-dressed and manicured woman to attract men.
I lived as a woman, as a straight woman, for years. And then I didn’t know what the
hell was going on in my brain and in my body. So then I lived as a lesbian. Because I
was like, ‘something’s wrong, something’s off. I must be a lesbian.’
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Ash shook his head side to side, “[I] married [a lesbian], married one! Obviously didn’t
work. I’m like, ‘I still like guys though, it’s weird.’” Before Ash truly figured out how he
was going to act on his identity as a trans man and early in their dating relationship Ash’s
girlfriend (now ex-wife) asked him about the possibility that he was a transgender person. He
remembered being a little surprised by the question, but on the other hand he described his
persona prior to coming out as trans as being a very hyper masculine lesbian. Although the
marriage did not last long-term, Ash said his ex-wife was one of his biggest supporters, “She
has never waivered in her support of my transition, I give her that.”
Ash remembered his self-discovery process as occurring in phases as he met others
like himself, gained knowledge, and worked to resolve internal conflict. While he
remembered feeling different about his body and his sexuality when he was a young child, he
did not have much information about people who did not fit societal norms. And being
different was especially discouraged by his religious family. For the most part, Ash reported
that he no longer talks to most of his biological family.
This was in the 80s and 90s and…having one gay friend was like a huge thing and
especially in my family. We grew up very, very Pentecostal, evangelical, holy rollin’,
Bible thumping. We were at church Sunday morning, Sunday night, Wednesday
night, and revivals, tent revivals. You could be anything you wanted... we could
handle that you drink, that you show up to church high on a regular basis. We can fix
that, we can pray for you. But, you’re gay? Whoop, nope. Bye.
Undeterred from finding himself, Ash initially decided he identified as male and since his
wife knew about it and he was comfortable with himself for that moment, he was ok. But
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then he later felt an urgent need to have surgery to remove his breasts, which he described as
having been a long-time desire,
That has been something since I was a little kid. [My breasts] annoyed me, they were
in the way. I didn’t like them, I didn’t want them, and they were not small. Regardless
of what I ended up doing [identity-wise] I would have had surgery anyway because I
just hated them. And then it got to the point when my marriage ended and I wanted to
start dating again and I came out as gay.
A double mastectomy was one matter, but Ash had initially thought he would not go through
hormone treatment. One reason was because he did not want to lose his soprano singing
voice for his performances at drag shows. After trying to navigate his life without undergoing
further physical transformation, Ash determined he needed to talk to his doctor about
hormone treatment options and complete the process of becoming who he felt he was.
It was apparent that I was not going to be able to live like that [sounding female]
because there was still so much conflict going on [internally]. While I felt one way, I
didn’t present that way and that was a struggle. I’m comfortable with who I am, but
I’m tired of having to explain that to every single person I come into contact with
because I haven’t done the change, you know the physical part of it. Hormones didn’t
fix everything by any means, but I was like now it’s kind of on the other person [to
recognize me as male]. I don’t get defensive about it, but at this point I don’t need to
explain to people that I’m trans. It eliminates a lot of that conflict for me.
Summary. It was an amazing experience coming out there [at SHP]. The culmination
of Ash’s transition from female to male while working at SHP, he explained, was so much
more than physical. People at work noticed. Not long after he publicly confirmed his
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transition and began taking action on his physical transformation, one colleague pulled Ash
aside and said, “I just wanted to let you know that you are a completely different person than
you were six months ago.” Upon asking for clarification he was told, “You’ve not changed
who you are, but…you have such a different energy and different vibe.” Ash admitted that
was a distinct possibility.
It was very much like all of that thirty plus years of trying to figure [myself] out…like
you’re wearing a one hundred pound blanket and you’re finally [thinking] ‘oh wait,
that’s what the world is supposed to look like.’ Now I’m not looking through all of
these different layers anymore and I can see the colors.
He continued,” I probably had one of the most positive coming out experiences in the
workplace that anyone could imagine.”
Influences from childhood, a religious upbringing, and recognizing he did not feel
right in his female body were all factors that played into Asher’s efforts to find where he fit
in this world. He shared information about several experiences in which colleagues,
management in his workplaces, and fellow students had influential responses to aid his
ability to discover himself. Ash described workplace features such as staff diversity and the
skills those people brought to the table, as well as the purposes of the organizations he was
part of, as contributors to his safe and successful journey to find himself. His viewpoint on it
all seemed to be one of gratitude as he acknowledged several times throughout the interview
that he would not be the person he is today if he had not experienced the various periods of
time in his life when he lived as other versions of himself.
As a result of this gratitude for his life’s experiences and the support he has been
given by those around him throughout those experiences, Ash also sought to help others
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become accepting of themselves and help people understand and accept transgender people.
He shared that he has been doing some public speaking and that his preferred approach is to
be real and not militant about things such as pronouns. He also avoids overwhelming
audiences with harshness about discrimination and harassment and civil rights. While those
things are important to Ash, he believed people have been so much more receptive to him
because of his laid back approach and intends to continue to live his life, conduct his
business, and share his story in a way that makes things safe and comfortable for everyone.

Alexandra (Alex). Alexandra contacted me after learning about my study from a
business owner who openly supports transgender people. Alexandra and I had several email
messages back and forth a few months before we actually sat down to talk. After her initial
inquiry I supplied her with the scope of my study and the participant informed consent form
to review. It was after reading this information that she notified me she did not fit the
identified criteria for study participation. The specific reason was because she had initiated
her gender transition after retirement rather than during employment. Despite not meeting the
study criteria, Alexandra indicated that she would still like to get together sometime when we
were both in the area (several hours’ drive for each of us), because she would like to have
someone to talk with about transgender matters. Ultimately, Alexandra has been included in
this research because, after further consideration and literature review, I thought that it could
be beneficial to gain the perspective of someone who had long tenure with an organization
and yet decided to make a gender transition after rather than during employment.
On the day Alexandra and I met, I arrived early to the public library location we
previously agreed upon so I could see about a possible private space for us to talk. Such an
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area did not seem readily available so I positioned myself at a table near the entry and texted
her to let her know my location and how to identify me. Within fifteen minutes of sending
the text a woman approached the table and called out my name. It was Alexandra. She was a
tall, slender woman who appeared to me to be in her mid-fifties despite being in her late
sixties. She was dressed fairly conservatively in dark slacks and coordinating top that had
just a hint of frill and sparkle. I greeted her and explained that I did not think there would be
an ideal space at the library for us to talk freely and privately. After our inquiries with library
staff failed to turn up a spot we decided to walk a few blocks to a coffee shop. Along the
route we came across a community activity center and opted to duck into the center and see if
there would be space for us to talk. Staff promptly led us to an out-of-the-way corner with a
small table and chairs. During our walk to the interview spot I had answered a few of
Alexandra’s questions about my work and this study. By the time we settled into our new
meeting place, she seemed more than ready to share her personal experiences.
Background overview. Alexandra came to be as her female form in the fall five years
ago. In the sixty-four years prior she existed in her life as Alexander. Alex described having a
fairly typical childhood with an involved mother, strict father, three sisters, and a younger
brother. Alex believed the family’s matriarch, Margaret, knew of Alex’s desire to wear girl’s
clothes, but thought Margaret had not shared that information with the rest of the family. She
certainly had not confronted Alex about it. After high school, a four-year stint in the United
States Navy was followed by a twenty-three year marriage and fatherhood for Alex. The
undertakings of serving in the military and getting married, however, did not change Alex’s
mind about her gender identify, but she dared not reveal it. Alex recalled,
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It was something I thought about all my life, but I had this one obstacle called fear. I
was deathly afraid of revealing my true identity, my true self, to my family or friends
for fear of retribution by [people] or rejection, humiliation, and ridicule. That’s what
kept me to myself all my life until I was 62 years old.
Work background. Alexandra spent nearly twenty years working at the Midwestern
location of food manufacturing plant, Evolution Harvest Industries. The site where she had
worked employed about four hundred employees and operated four shifts to cover round-theclock production and activities. Never a supervisor, Alex had worked in most of the
manufacturing roles available within the plant. She was known as Alexander during her time
with Evolution Harvest and although she did not undergo her gender transition during
employment she told me her employer was not a determining factor affecting the timing of
her decision to make the change, which didn’t occur until five years post retirement. Alex
speculated,
… If I had done it while still working, I think it would have worked out because
where I worked they had a pretty strict [human resources] system in place and they
wouldn’t have tolerated any misconduct or any ill treatment of me.
Alex explained that her belief the company would have supported her had she aligned her
outward gender expression to match her internal female gender identity was because the
company’s stance on diversity was well known to employees. “It’s all in writing. When
you’re hired you’re given a handbook and it’s all this information and you’re required to read
it and abide by it.” As the researcher, my post-interview review of the company’s publicfacing website confirmed a broad equal employment opportunity policy statement that
included protections for people based on the category of gender identity. Further, the
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company did not have any of the types of large-scale official or public anti-LGBT blemishes
on their recent records that would have resulted in points deductions on the Corporate
Equality Index administered by the Human Rights Campaign.
Alex recalled that the team of supervisors at Evolution Harvest worked well with the
employees and she had had no personal negative encounters with them. I asked Alex to think
back about her time of employment to see if she could recall any features about the
workplace that would have been particularly helpful to her or things that might have posed
challenges or even impact her transition-related decisions had she opted to begin her gender
transition while still employed. She sat in silence appearing to think in earnest about the
question I had posed, but in the end was unable to isolate anything for a response. Perhaps
the fact that she had not been personally ready for her eventual journey of gender alignment
meant that she had not been paying attention to the types of things that may have been targets
of my speculative line of inquiry.
On cross-dressing, laughter, and anger. Despite a lack of readiness to reveal her
internal gender identity to her employer or colleagues, Alex regularly cross-dressed at work,
just not in an obvious way. Specifically, she frequently wore women’s undergarments
beneath her work uniform. “But that was taking a chance,” she informed me, “If you got
injured…and had to go to the hospital, uh-oh, what are you wearing underneath your
uniform?” She promptly added,
Oh yes, but it was still worth the risk. I felt that I was being not completely myself,
but part of me was coming out. Even though I couldn’t show the world, but I knew.
So at least part of me was comfortable.
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When I asked Alexandra if she had ever encountered anyone at Evolution Harvest who she
thought might be a transgender person or identify as transgender she paused for several
moments appearing to recall. She soon shared the following,
I thought of that many times. I thought it in a different sense though. I’ve read that, I
think it’s up to 4% of all males cross-dress. And, well of course, I have cross-dressed
for all my life. And I often thought when I worked there; well there’s four hundred
people working here so that makes four people. Me and three other people must be a
cross-dresser. But I looked at everybody and…I couldn’t come up with one other
person out of four hundred people I knew that could possibly be in the same boat as
me.
Alex supposed that if there had been three other colleagues who cross-dressed like she did
perhaps she would have had some support at work, which might have impacted the timing of
when she made her decision to initiate her transition.
Support that may have impacted the timing of her decision to transition aside, Alex
said she did have a limited number of friends at work. Out of the approximately fifty people
she regularly worked with on her shift over the twenty years of employment at Evolution
Harvest there were three or four that she considered friends. Alex said years later, people
from work told her she “was known as the person who never laughed.” She could believe
that label she told me,
I was pretty angry with myself for many, many years so I kept it all bottled up and I
guess that it showed. I was not a happy camper. I was angry that I didn’t have the
courage to be myself. I wasn’t upset that I was transgender. Oh absolutely not, I
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accepted that. I just felt so bad that I didn’t have the courage to tell other people. It
was terrible.
When asked if she thought those feelings of self-directed anger and her inability to show her
true self at work impacted her on her job she nodded affirmatively and revealed,
I was a quiet person; I stayed in the shadows and didn’t care to get too involved. I
didn’t volunteer for things or…make waves. I didn’t want to draw attention to myself.
I just wanted to show up for work, do my job to the best of my ability, and go home
and do it all again the next day.
Despite her focus on blending in and doing her work, Alex declared, “It was an enjoyable
place to work.” She reiterated never having had problems with management and that she got
along with everyone at work quite well. Admittedly though, driven by the stress of hiding
who she really was from everyone around her, Alex used alcohol as a “crutch that got me
through life…it wasn’t a way to live.”
Sense of self: The journey of a lifetime. Born with male genitalia, Alexandra’s
earliest memory of being “a little bit different than the rest of the boys,” was around age five.
She recalled being envious of the girls in kindergarten who wore pretty dresses. “I
remembered going home and telling my mom that I wanted to wear a dress like the other
girls.” Alexandra’s request for “pretty, frilly dresses,” was not honored, but she was not made
to feel bad about her desire. Her mother simply said, “No, you can’t do that,” so Alex
reluctantly accepted the decree as a rule by which she must live. Not deterred however,
Alexandra shared that she had obtained a long nylon scarf from somewhere, perhaps an old
box of clothing in the basement, and with a wistful look on her face she reminisced,
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I used to wrap that [scarf] around me and just the sensation of that nylon fabric on my
body, [it] was just a sensation that I just loved. From then on…my passion for crossdressing just took off. All my life I lived with it, not necessarily proud of it, but not
ashamed either. It’s just who I am.
Although Alexandra had been cross-dressing in private since age five, she had not come into
an understanding of her feminine identity until much later.
I didn’t really grasp the true concept of myself [as a transgender person] until I was in
my twenties. There is a wealth of information out there if you want to look for it. It is
so much easier now that we have the Internet. When I was a teenager…all we had
was the public library in our little town. You could count the number of books they
had on two hands. You weren’t going to find any information on [transgender] there.
You kind of had to learn on your own.
At one point in her self-discovery process, Alexandra “finally realized well this, this [being
transgender] is no passing thing. Marriage didn’t help [and] the military didn’t help me. It’s
here for the long haul so deal with it. And I did.”
During the interview, even with several different prompts, Alexandra had not
pinpointed the specifics about how she finally achieved resolution to her sixty-year battle
with the fear of revealing her true identity. What Alexandra knew for sure was that she
needed to be very sure she was ready to commit to affirming her gender identity by legally
changing her name and having gender reassignment surgery. She ultimately decided that the
first step in her “dealing with it” would be by carefully drafting a letter to email to friends
and family finally revealing her truth. Alexandra shared a copy of that email with me during
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our interview. Knowing she needed to make the revelation for her own well-being Alexandra
had agonized over sending her disclosure message,
I revised it many, many times before I had the letter as I wanted it. After I got it that
far it sat in my computer for three days. And every time I’d walk by and I’d see it on
the screen and I’d think, all I’d have to do is walk over there and hit the send button
and it’s done. It took me three days to do that after I wrote the letter.
I asked Alexandra what she thought and felt after she sent her announcement. She laughed
heartily and exclaimed, “Ok, the cat’s out of the bag now there’s no turning back. And I was
just so happy. An hour later the phone started ringing like crazy.”
Overall the reception from people in her life was supportive, but she did lose two very
important people as a result of her admission: her thirty-something-year-old son and her best
friend of more than twenty years. Despite the pain of being cut out of her own child’s life and
the cruelty of the response from her former best friend, Alex was unwavering in her resolve
to transition. Had her entire family reacted the way two important men in her life had, she
would have still proceeded. “I [had] just lived in a self-imposed prison my whole life. It was
terrible,” and it was not going to be the way she lived her life any longer.
A couple of years before having surgical interventions, Alexandra legally changed her
name and obtained an updated driver’s license with her sex identified by the letter ‘f’ for
female. Blissfully, she gushed, “I was happy. I had to show it to everybody. I made copies
and sent it to my sister! That was the beginning of the journey I guess.” After preparations
including the requisite counseling appointments, obtaining three letters of reference from
licensed professionals, and having medical consultations, Alexandra was able to undergo the
first of several expensive gender affirming surgeries. I asked Alexandra how she felt once
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she had accomplished those transition steps. She leaned back in her chair, inhaled deeply and
exhaled before smiling and declaring,
Wonderful. The most, the most feeling of freedom that I could ever, ever experience.
It’s like a heavy weight off your shoulders (gesturing to shoulders lifting upward); it
was just lifted off and thrown aside. I was so happy that I made that decision. Really
happy. [I have] never regretted it.
Summary. It’s like being born again, it really is. I asked Alexandra if she celebrated a
second birthday. She revealed that she was not one to celebrate milestones in any traditional
way, but that she was enjoying life now in a way she never had before. Certainly the sting of
losing two important people in her life was something that would always occupy a place in
her heart and mind, but Alexandra was resolute in her pursuit of being true to herself and her
own needs. The freedom she said she has experienced since sharing this part of herself with
her friends and family has been unparalleled in her existence for it’s ability to bring her joy,
release her from alcohol dependence, and allow her to experience the support of others in her
life.
Alexandra said she was grateful she had been able to build up a retirement from her
years of working at Evolution Harvest. Being finically able to carry out her gender transition
process was just one part of being ready. “It wasn’t easy,” she declared, “transitioning like
this requires a lot out of an individual.” Alexandra had traveled thousands of miles to receive
services and obtain the necessary consultations and letters of reference in order to have
surgery and change legal documentation. She discovered that dozens of places needed to be
contacted to update her information in order for her to continue to live, draw her retirement,
insure her car, and conduct business with banks and other entities. “A lot of people call a
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transition like a journey. And it is a journey. Everyone’s is different. Thinking back, I had to
accomplish a lot…but I did it. It requires willpower more than anything.”
On the subject of her journey to learning about and achieving her real identity,
Alexandra summed up her life’s experiences prior to departing our meeting,
I enjoyed the time I was in the Navy and I learned a lot but it didn’t help my gender
identity problem. And neither did marriage so I lost on two accounts there. Now my
life is changed completely. I’ve been single for twenty years and my secret’s out. I’m
just the happiest person alive. I laugh now. I smile. I laugh more than I think I ever
had in my life. I had all of this laughter built up in me that didn’t come out for twenty
years! It’s busting out of me.

Jesse. Jesse told me he learned about my study from a social media site where
someone, possibly from a community-based transgender support group coordinator I had
contacted, had posted it. Intrigued and wanting to help, he said he emailed me promptly upon
reading about the study so as to not forget as he went about his busy workday. We met at a
quaint coffeehouse on a Saturday morning about two weeks later. The place was bustling; I
arrived a few minutes ahead of our scheduled time to ensure I could identify a suitable place
to have a private conversation. I notified him via text message that I was at the shop and
provided him with a way to identify me. Once he settled in and introductions exchanged, we
talked about the study, my background and interest in the transgender population, and the
informed consent. Jesse was very engaging to talk with and was quite knowledgeable about
regulations, barriers, and needs related to the transgender population.
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Background. Jesse started his gender transition nearly twenty years ago when the
standards of care for transgender people were set by a rigid set of guidelines. Those
guidelines were based in a medical-model and required people to live as the gender they
identified with prior to being permitted to take steps such as hormone replacement therapy
and surgery to solidify their identity. These guidelines were called the Harry Benjamin
standards and have since been modified to present-day standards of care outlined by the
World Professional Association for Transgender Health (WPATH). This “live as”
requirement meant that Jesse had to present himself as a male by manner of dress, name, and
pronouns in all facets of his life. He was also expected to use men’s restrooms. For some
people the requirement and expectations could be quite challenging. For example, a female
transitioning to male may experience difficultly in gaining access to a men’s restroom if
facial features and body shape or dimensions were decidedly feminine and not easy to
conceal. Such was not the case for Jesse who described his pre-transition self as being
“othered” or “butch dyke,” meaning people often did not identify him as necessarily female
or male. Although, Jesse added, his given name was unquestionably feminine he had long
gone by the name Jesse, which deterred others from placing him in one of the binary gender
categories people in the United States are accustomed to using. Instead people tended to
make assumptions about him based on perceived sexual orientation because he had a
girlfriend at the time and did not embody society’s expectations of a woman.
Workplace then. Jesse’s employer was the police department in a large municipality.
He entered employment under the circumstances of adhering to the Harry Benjamin gender
transition requirements of living as a man in order to gain access to hormone replacement
therapy. His adherence to those standards allowed his colleagues to identify him as a man.
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His superiors and agency human resources department however were well aware that legally
Jesse was classified as female and had a feminine name. Intriguingly, that name was not
shared during our interview. Absent specific legislation providing guidance and protections
designed expressly for transgender people, he was directed by a member in the leadership
chain of command to use the women’s restroom. Essentially, Jesse’s employer had created a
barrier to his ability to complete his transition. Jesse explained,
Because [my employer] knew I was trans and so their argument was until you have
surgery then you don’t belong in the men’s restroom… but the Harry Benjamin
standards said, you can’t medically transition or surgically transition…until you
present in that gender everywhere.
Certainly, he had argued with his employer, his appearance would be a disturbingly
incongruent presence in the women’s restroom, especially while wearing his police uniform.
Instead the city’s human resources office suggested, “Why don’t you just go ahead and bring
us to court then and we can have the judge decide what this legislation is supposed to mean.”
Jesse did obtain a pro bono lawyer. The attorney and representatives of an LGBT advocacy
group considered his case and the cases of nearly nine other transgender people who were
suing their employers for civil rights violations for best order of presentation in court. The
matter of whose case was presented first was an important strategic decision Jesse said.
So I remember sitting in this room and I don’t know there were probably like 8 or 10
of us, some pro bono attorneys, [and the advocacy group representatives]… all sitting
in a room together trying to decide whose case should go first because if the case law
was bad that would affect everybody. If the case law was good, that would affect
everybody so anybody who’s anybody’s employer then in the future who said, “Well,
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we don’t know” they would look at the case law and it would either be positive for
that employee or it would be negative.
With regard to whether or not Jesse’s case would be the legal team’s best option for success,
he said the team considered the medical-model of gender transition to be the framework from
which to build their argument. This was the legal approach even though Jesse did not fully
concur with the framework as the best way to achieve his personally desired result to live his
life in his “true gender identity.” The medical-model stipulated that a person had to present as
the gender they were trying to be validated as and part of that was using that gender’s
designated restroom. From the legal standpoint, Jesse’s attorney sought to rationalize,
…what the police department or the city…was saying needed to happen [was
contrary] so in my case we were talking about that seemed to be an argument that
could be made that maybe we could win to say that these two things [medical
requirements and city requirements] don’t align. “There’s no way that Jesse can get
surgery if he can’t use the men’s bathroom.” We could use that medical-model…that
might be a winning model for thinking about broader legal and systematic changes.
The legal case against his employing agency coincided with Jesse’s completion of police
cadet training. That experience was not without its challenges either. Jesse told me about the
intensive onboarding process.
We had to go through…6 months of background checks and physical agility tests and
doctor’s appointments. At the very end you go and see a forensic psychologist and
they interview you…you have to give them all of your medical records…you need to
include everything, and that includes gathering all of your medical information. And
so for me, they knew everything, which is why I couldn’t believe I got hired in the
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first place. I had to go to therapy and those Harry Benjamin standards are the
standards that my therapist at the time was using for any trans-related care because
they didn’t know what to do and…by the time I got to the forensic psychologist, the
forensic psychologist knew [I was transgender], had all of my paperwork from all of
my therapists…
Even with all of that personal knowledge, Jesse was hired. He later discovered through
reading the transcripts of sworn testimony from his legal case that the odds had been stacked
against him “except for this one guy who was the sergeant of the training academy.” That
one person, Joseph, had been in Jesse’s corner the whole time and had stood up for Jesse and
advocated for his hire. After being offered the job, Joseph contacted Jesse extending an
invitation to take him out to dinner. Unknown to Jesse it was not a gesture given to the rest of
the recruits hired at the same time. This meeting was special. Joseph had wanted to talk with
Jesse about his transgender status and any needs they would have to plan for. Jesse
remembered the dinner conversation vividly,
…He said, “You know, I’m super excited that you’re on the department. I know
you’re transgender and I know that your name hasn’t legally been changed, so I’m
wondering when you get to the training academy…if you want me to just like set up
Jesse as your nameplate and we need to work out bathrooms.”
Jesse remembered feeling excited and impressed by the proactive effort. He shared an overall
positive experience of the training academy, with only a few drawbacks. He told me,
And the training academy was awesome while [Joseph] was there. It sucked because I
had to use the Lieutenant of [the academy’s] private bathroom on the other side of the
building. So [the training academy] was very paramilitary, we’d run in formation and
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sing cadence in the morning in our uniforms. We had ten minutes to shower and get
in line for inspection in our uniforms [so] I would sprint down and use this guy’s
bathroom. I couldn’t shower, I had to like work it out in the bathroom and then I
would get ready for inspection and run back and make it back just in time. And then
all the [other cadets] were like, What’s going on? What’s happening? But nobody
asked because it’s like culturally [speak when spoken to] culture.
Following Joseph’s retirement Jesse said, “Then the game just completely and totally
changed for me.” Without Joseph’s influence or shield, there was a lieutenant who would
insist on referring to Jesse using female pronouns especially in the presence of other recruits
or officers. The typical response was one of confusion on the part of the bystanders, who
would often quizzically respond with, “Are you talking about him?” as they followed the
lieutenant’s pointed finger to Jesse. The others simply had no idea what the lieutenant was
talking about. Eventually, Jesse said, the other people started to piece together his use of the
private bathroom during training and the comments from the lieutenant along with rumors to
understand that he was a transgender person.
The end of the battle. Perhaps motivated by his pending legal action against the
department Jesse noted attempts by subsequent training officers and supervisors to compel
him to quit. He recollected,
They just wanted to figure out how I would quit, it seemed pretty clear to me that they
could just fuck with me and just give me push-ups or give me more [tasks]. And I
also had top surgery [while] in the academy and they were like, “Well this is perfect
there is no way you’re going to pass, this physical is due at this point and if you don’t
pass it and your medical note is only good until this time.”
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Jesse had his own doubts about passing the physical requirements so close to having surgery;
he remembered thinking to himself,
Yeah, I don’t think I’m going to be able to do the 50 push-ups…and I did it. I was
like wow, I really did it. So it was like things kept working in my favor even though
whatever they tried to do to get rid of me wasn’t working. …Then I was a police
officer, a rookie. I had [to have] a field-training officer. I was [assuming] they’re
going to stick me with the biggest asshole because I had heard so many stories…I’m
just [thinking], this is when they get me, [because] they couldn’t get me in the
academy. And my field-training officer was like “I heard about you…you know I
don’t care, as long as you can do your job and you got my back on the street I don’t
care.” So he was totally awesome I think I got really lucky.
Regardless of the outcome of the cases of the small group of transgender people who had
brought forth claims of discrimination or harassment against their employers, Jesse ended up
leaving employment with the police department. He remarked,
So my experience was inside of a system that has a lot of resources. The city
attorney…the police department had their own attorney. [I was] inside a system with
a lot of resources to then find ways to fire me after that.
The battle with his employer ultimately came down to bathroom usage during Jesse’s
employment as a police officer. He knew by direction of his superior officer that he could not
use the men’s restroom at the precinct office so instead of using the women’s restroom he
opted to go to a fast-food restaurant across the street from the office to access his gender
appropriate restroom. Not understanding the police chief’s edict on bathroom usage was
intended to cover all city offices, there was one fateful day when Jesse was on duty
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downtown in another city building and he ended up getting reported for using the men’s
restroom at that location. An internal investigation ensued and he was written up for
disobeying a direct order to only use women’s restrooms. These barriers would culminate in
Jesse’s determination that this workplace would not be where he would stay.
Sense of self and belonging. It was evident by his well-developed self-reflections
and awareness of western society’s prevalent binary views of gender that Jesse had an
insightful understanding of self. Much of the conversation we had about how gender identity
and gender expression plays out in workplaces was accompanied by profound reflection on
points of privilege Jesse experienced as a white male. He provided examples such as being
perceived as male while working in a particular police precinct and having someone
approach him to boorishly inquire if he knew who the “he-she” was in that precinct. The
inquisitor did not realize Jesse was in fact the person in question. Another example of Jesse
recognizing his privilege in being acknowledged as a male (post-transition) was the fact that,
outside of his place of employment, he was able to use men’s bathrooms without being
hassled, although that privilege still had some qualifiers such as seeking out the bathrooms
that had a private stall option versus a line of troughs or urinals like the ones frequently
found in stadiums. Following his references to privilege, I asked Jesse if he had noticed,
aside from his superiors in the police precinct, a difference in how he was treated or
perceived in other workplaces prior to his gender transition. After consideration, Jesse
divulged,
…I wasn’t a feminine female. I don’t identify as ever being a female, I wasn’t
perceived as female really. I didn’t fit the cultural norms, the social construct of what
female is supposed to look like in mainstream society. I think I was already a little bit
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othered….because of the way that I looked or how I didn’t subscribe to gender norms
of what women look like.
He conjectured that his life experiences prior to gender transition were not what society
would consider feminine. Jesse’s experience in the way others interacted with him since his
transition was that people would talk directly to him at Home Depot when he was there with
his partner, who is a woman. Frustratingly, Jesse found that casual conversations with other
guys were frequently peppered with sports references and he does not follow professional
sports. “That’s not a connecting point for me…The ways in which the world organizes itself
around gender expression and the assumptions that people make, that’s real to me in lots of
ways.”
Perhaps Jesse’s less traditional understanding of gender roles began to form when he
was quite young. He grew up in a rural area with his mother and older sister. His parents
were separated, but Jesse saw his father weekly. He shared the following with me about his
childhood,
I didn’t grow up in a family where gender norms and rules were super rigid. And they
couldn’t be because we were poor and my mom had to do [everything]. She just did
whatever had to be done you know and I liked to do stuff. I don’t think there was a
luxury of… oh, we don’t clean the gutters as girls or women.
Jesse speculated that his mother’s less rigid view of gender roles and get-it-done attitude may
have been influenced by the fact that she too was raised by a single mom and in an era where
the gender role expectations were much more defined and followed.
Early identity. Even though traditional gender roles were not strictly adhered to in his
childhood home, Jesse’s mom did insist he wear dresses for two holidays each year until he
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was ten years old, when she finally gave up fighting him on the matter. Curious about how he
navigated his awareness of his gender identity being different than his sex assigned at birth I
asked Jesse how early he knew.
The first thing I remember was at five or six [years old]. I told [my mom] I was a boy,
she said I’m a girl, I told her I was a boy, she said I’m a girl. I stopped telling her I
was a boy because it was upsetting to her. But she never forced [changes]. Like
[when] my cousin would leave his underwear [at our house] and I was wearing his
underwear. I’d always have my shirt off… maybe when I was seven she made me
wear a shirt when I was outside. She could have easily not permitted any of that. I
really don’t think that I thought or knew that I was a girl until puberty. I really think
that I somehow was disillusioned to just think this is going to end differently.
Entering puberty was an eye-opening, but not earth-shattering experience for Jesse. He
likened the realization to the disappointment he had experienced during the years when there
was not enough money in the budget for new sneakers, which he loved. He met the
disappointment by falling back on the fact that he still had last year’s pair to wear. About his
entering womanhood he explained to me that it was like experiencing the disappointment of
not having new sneakers, thinking about what other options he had, and then accepting that
there were none and that he needed to move on with life. In hindsight he acknowledged,
I had some really great relationships with women that I really appreciated and
valued… I rarely hung out with guys.... I just didn’t have the same relationship [with
guys] and wasn’t interested in that surface-level make jokes of [everything]. Even
though I was a little bit of an outsider, I still had access [to female friendships].
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As an adult, Jesse considered the best ways he could embrace his gender identity and
gain acceptance for his gender expression as a male. “…it’s changed for me for sure, wanting
to be perceived as who I am [as a man].” He described his initial identity-seeking process as
looking at the behaviors of other guys for guidance. Disappointingly to Jesse it seemed that
the twenty-something men he was observing were behaving boorishly about or toward
women. “…like all that masculinity stuff [made me think] oh so now I give up my morals
and values in order for people to call me he?” That thought did not sit well with Jesse, he
continued explaining,
Like acting this way to be perceived as my authentic [male] self but I’m giving up my
authenticity of what I think is respectful but then I can be called he. That’s what I feel
like this whole conversation about gender...is all based in sexism.
Although Jesse’s approach to expressing his gender identity has since matured, his sense of
self remained somewhat elusive.
In all this privilege [of being viewed as a white male], I’m either still missing a sense
of belonging because of my history of being othered, I don’t know maybe it’s about
that or because of what’s happening in this space where I hold all of this
privilege…people’s perceptions of me are still not what’s real for me. And so there’s
some sort of lack of belonging and I don’t know which is which but it doesn’t [feel
resolved]. I’m able to completely and totally take up space in a male-dominated
society but I for sure don’t belong there.
Workplace now. Jesse’s above-quoted references to the space in which he held
privilege was as much about the community in which he lives with its traditional views and
structure of a binary system of sex and gender as it was about his current place of
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employment. After initial police work, Jesse had spent much of his career in the non-profit
sector in professional helping roles. Specifically, his early career focus was on work with
gender non-conforming youth and as a therapist for trans people. As he grew to love helping
others Jesse pursued an advanced professional degree and became licensed to provide
counseling. His employment at the time of our interview was with a state in the social
services category of work. While still helping people, he described the stark difference in his
current work environment as compared to his previous work in the helping professions.
It’s really interesting because I had never worked in such a giant system and I have
my little cubicle amongst hundreds of cubicles. So that’s different and I think that
brings this culture that’s really different too. Coming from a super queer bubble [of
prior employment], like you know every single meeting people say their name and
pronoun…that is just the way in which I operated for years and years.
Even though Jesse is “out” to his employer and people are not overtly rejecting him
or otherwise treating him poorly, the typical repartee found in workplace conversations have
an impact on him, which has led to recent grapplings with his identity.
... related in my new job, the microagressions related to, I don’t know if I’d even call
it sexism, but gender. Those gender roles, like that person saying, “I can’t believe that
you would come up to this retreat with all these women,” or…[when a training
participant] said something like, “Oh my gosh there will be so much testosterone in
the room” [in response to me and two other men providing the presentation to a
female-dominated audience]. I’m out at work, but…people can’t conceptualize what
does it mean to be me perceived as a woman, like they just can’t conceptualize that.
Like, “Oh my god I can’t even believe you’re trans, you look so good.” Those
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microagressions are so prevalent in this new environment. Like all of those comments
to me as a trans person, they’re absolutely marked.
Jesse recognized that the somewhat dramatic change in type of work environment
from the previous employment, which had focused specifically on gender non-conforming
people, had impacted his perceptions around the comments and actions of colleagues. He
conveyed that he now recognizes the need to evaluate intentions behind people’s behaviors
and knew that his feelings had to be explored for his own sense of well-being. He reported
being able to have open and frank conversations with his supervisor and has been able to
interact with others in the workplace to accomplish work and the agency’s mission. Jesse
said he was not feeling specifically marginalized, but he has noticed the impact of the variety
of different interactions with people at work and those things “are not impacting me
positively.”
Summary. I’m still trying to unpack what meaning do I make of that [impact]. When
I met Jesse, his gender presentation fit the societal expectations of what a man looks like. He
was dressed in jeans and a dark t-shirt accompanied by a ball cap atop his head. His facial
features were distinctly masculine and framed with his manicured beard. His physique too
appeared to match expectations of a man of average height who was fit and well-muscled.
Aware that he fit neatly onto the male end of the gender binary, Jesse acknowledged,
So me with all this privilege [I have] in the way that I look and the way that I fit this
binary [of sex and gender for males]. It’s the way that I can walk down the street and
never be harassed and the way that I can walk into a bathroom now and never have to
think much about it and all of those privileges. There are still, and this isn’t about not
having privilege, there are still comments that are marked for me as a trans person
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and all sorts of things that are around sexism that I am noticing and acknowledging
and you know like they are not not [sic] happening for me. And I’m not saying that
those experiences are equal in any way to trans women who are being threatened or
murdered. Like I’m not talking about the same things. I’m just talking about a sense
of belonging.
Overall, I came to understand Jesse as a person who had a high level of awareness of
himself, his surroundings, and the structure of society. It appeared to me as the interviewer
that Jesse’s desires to be sensitive and respectful to others as well as true to his evolving self
were the root of his labor to have a sense of belonging. About his goals he told me,
Beyond even considering for myself what’s authentic [and the question of] where do I
find my identities inside the social construct, [I wonder] how do I use the social
construct to find my identities. And how can I do that powerfully? I absolutely think
we can do it powerfully. Because at the end of the day no matter how I’m perceived
by the rest of the world, which is what as a society we’re focused on anyway… at the
end of the day you’re naked in the mirror and you know exactly who you are.

Cross-Case Analysis
In this case study I set out to explore and understand the experiences of individuals
who transitioned gender during a period of employment with an employer. Stake (2006)
contended that the collection of cases together could be analyzed to help provide insight or
understanding of the quintain, or the phenomenon, being studied. Using Stake’s method,
there are two primary ways to analyze the qualitative data collected. The individual cases
were analyzed each as an entity of its own and then all cases were reviewed within the
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context of each other and the quintain of workplace experiences related to gender transition
activities.
To analyze each case, I personally transcribed the interview and then reviewed the
transcript to identify key ideas from each participant’s description of his or her experiences.
Typically, each interview was transcribed within a few days following the interview meeting.
The case presentation for each case was started the day after transcription was finished.
Keeping this timeline for my process helped to ensure I was rooted in the data for that
particular case and that pertinent quotes supporting my understanding of the key ideas were
fresh in my mind.
Cross-case analysis began after the first three cases were completed to evaluate for
the emergence of patterns and ultimately deeper themes. Final cross-case analysis occurred
after the collection of the remaining cases and resulted in four primary patterns and several
specifically related markers. The first pattern that I discovered across all cases was the
presence of a struggle to find congruence between an internal sense of one’s self in the face
of an incongruent external gender presentation. The second pattern that became apparent was
that the participants who transitioned from male to female recalled proceeding carefully with
attempts to make detectable changes to their external gender presentation in order to ensure
personal safety and acceptance by those around them. One participant, Jesse, recalled
dressing and behaving in a manner so that fellow co-workers would not detect that he was in
transition even though his employer was aware. The third pattern emerged from participant
alignment of internal and external self for each case. What followed was significant relief at
becoming one’s “real self” and living that outward presentation full-time. The fourth primary
pattern applied to all cases. For those who were working, the theme centered on the
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responses of people in the workplace setting to the changes made by the individual who
made the gender transition. For the retiree there were markers about the workplace that she
believed would have had an impact had she personally been ready to make her transition
while employed. Several related markers materialized in connection to three of the primary
patterns and are outlined in Table 3.
Table 3

Related Markers

Patterns and Related Markers
Pattern 1
Struggle to
Align Internal
and External
Sense of Self
• Name and
pronoun
usage
• Genderspecific
bathroom
usage

Pattern 2
Cautiously
Proceeding to
Change

Pattern 3
Liberation in
Becoming One’s
Self
•

•

Affirmative
emotional
experiences
Dressing as
internal
gender
identity as
stress relief

Pattern 4
Supportive
Workplace
Personnel
Influences
• Indicators of
an inclusive
environment

Pattern 1: Struggle for internal and external alignment of sense of self. All
participants in this study shared powerful descriptions of personal experiences of discord
between internal senses of self as one gender and presenting themselves as the gender
affiliated with the sex assigned at birth. For example, a person born with male genitalia who
publicly appears in keeping with the societal expectations of masculine manner of dress and
behavior, but views herself as a female. This common pattern of internal struggle was
dissimilar in the age of onset or awareness of the incongruence in individual case
presentations, but was present across all cases to varying degrees.
Quinn, Alexandra, and Jesse all described being young children when they had an
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understanding of their gender as different than those around them. Jesse even reported
believing that his mother was simply wrong about his being a girl because he was so certain
that he was a boy. Quinn had asked God to help her understand if her feelings about her
gender were wrong because she was convinced that her soul had been accidentally placed in
the body of the opposite sex prior to her birth. She even pursued formal religious training in
an effort to reconcile her feelings. When she realized that her feelings were not diminishing,
Quinn figured she would be able begin her journey of creating her outward appearance to
match what she had known her gender identity to be her whole life.
Alexandra’s story started out with similarities to Quinn’s in that she too as a young
child had asked her mother for dresses to wear to school and was told ‘no.’ In adulthood
Alexandra spent much of her life feeling out of place and trying to hide. She described being
angry and actively working to stay in the background in the workplace. Although she had
worked many different job positions while at Evolution Harvest, Alexandra had been a quiet
person who stayed in the shadows because of not being able to be herself.
Jesse reported that his childhood view of his gender was a little easier to live out
because he lived in a rural community with less rigid boundaries around the sex and gender
binary of male and female appearances and roles. In those settings it is customary for
children to help with domestic chores like cooking and cleaning as well duties traditionally
reserved for males such as home and yard maintenance. Granting Jesse had achieved an
appearance in adulthood that is in keeping with societal expectations of how men look, he
was not settled in his identity.
Unlike the previous three cases, Asher did not come to understand his identity until
adulthood. Eventually, after having three children, being married to and divorced from a
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woman, Asher came to realize that he did not feel like a woman, but was attracted to men. At
one point he was dating a transgender man and, in an attempt to be better informed and
positioned to be a supportive partner, he started doing some research. It was through that
process that Ash realized he too was a transgender man.
Lane’s summary of her self-view was a more brief discussion than those of the other
study participants. She told me that she had never viewed herself as a male, only that she
“wasn’t anatomically correct.” She described her first attempts at aligning her gender
identity and gender expression as being like a battle.
Each participant had at least one point in their lives where they became aware of the
fact that others were viewing them in a way that was not consistent with the way they viewed
themselves. The data within each case and across all cases revealed that these differing
perceptions had significant impact on the participants either as they grew up or as they
attempted in adulthood to understand how and where they fit with regard to society’s
expectations of them.
Related Marker: Names and pronouns matter. Represented in each case was an
emphasis on being addressed by the name and pronouns corresponding with the individual’s
gender identity. For those who had begun to make obvious changes to their appearance by
way of hairstyle and manner of dress, the issues with not having a name reflective of their
gender expression was more than an issue of being accepted by others as their identified
gender. Practically speaking, not having a legal name change made it difficult for participants
to prove they were who they said they were.
On name selection, Ash, Quinn, and Alexandra all described a process by which they
chose new names that were either the opposite gender equivalent or a similar version of their
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initial given name. They all pointed out a desire to keep their names or at least nicknames
consistent for those who knew them for most of their lives. While not the case for them, they
each talked about knowing that a number of transgender people feel compelled to completely
change their name from the one given at birth and associated with their natal sex. For some,
the “old them” no longer exists or never should have and they are all too eager to leave that
part behind them. Lane and Jesse were two such people. These participants indirectly
indicated that their former names were no longer a part of their lives by alluding to, but not
specifically revealing, their original monikers.
Related Marker: Bathroom privileges. Personally I take for granted my ability to
walk into any women’s restroom and not have my presence be questioned. I speculate that
many people take this ability to use a multiple-user public restroom for granted, but it is not a
liberty enjoyed by everyone. Personal safety and free access to address a basic biological
need was often on the minds or center of controversy for the people who shared their
experiences with me.
Jesse’s experiences around bathroom usage were the most directly tied to
employment in a negative way. At the time Jesse was undergoing his gender transition, the
medical-model setting forth standards for transition required that he present in his desired
gender in all facets of his life prior to being able to receive any medical or surgical
interventions. When Jesse was hired by a police department, the hiring officials and
supervisors were aware that he was a transgender person, yet Jesse was forbidden from using
the men’s bathrooms at the police precinct.
Like Jesse, Asher described having to evaluate the bathroom situation in a variety of
settings. While he reported not having much trouble in using men’s bathrooms now, he did
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share a struggle he had experienced when he lived his life as a lesbian. Despite never having
had issues in a men’s bathroom, Ash did say, “I’ve been extremely, extremely lucky, but it’s
always there, like that fear.”
The references to accessing gender-specific bathrooms were similar in the narratives
given in the three cases of male-to-female transgender participants. Lane referenced her
concerns being more related to personal comfort in light of the media attention on
transgender people using public restrooms. Quinn had been asked to use a single-user
bathroom at her synagogue following her physical transformation.

Pattern 2: Cautiously proceeding to change. The analysis of the data showed a
couple of variations within this pattern. Carefully testing the waters was a tactic common to
individual cases in which the person made a gender transition from male to female. At one
point or another the desire to align external presentation of self with internal identity was
strong enough for each male-to-female participant to make subtle, but potentially detectable
changes to their appearance or manner of dress such as when Lane started by wearing
women’s clothing as under-layers to outfits at work or when Quinn wore jewelry in her
double ear piercings in both ears. Their intent, as they described it, was to feel relief by
creating a little alignment between outward appearance and inner sense of self. Their goals
were two-fold. One, start slow and see if anyone notices and two, do so subtly enough that
personal safety was not compromised by potentially being excessively different than
expectations.
Lane and her wife had fears for Lane’s safety. Lane’s first transition attempt in earlier
college years was during a time when people were sometimes attacked or harmed because of
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their transgender status. As she started her transition, Lane reported being worried about
being found out as transgender when she started with Security Health. Despite the fear, she
was compelled by the desire to be able to express her gender identity and decided to test the
waters at work. She described a process of mixing different articles of women’s clothing into
her wardrobe and watching for cues from people in her work environment.
Quinn said that when she was ready to make her gender transition, she added subtle
changes to her appearance to see what responses she might receive in her medical practice
and her places of worship. When those changes were unchallenged, she made additional
changes and found that she began to feel more natural.
Alexandra reported cross-dressing for most of her life, however she was not
personally prepared to initiate steps to medically transition gender during her period of
employment. Although she was not ready, she still felt compelled to have the comfort of
wearing women’s undergarments to privately meet her need to express her gender identity.
Alexandra concluded the comfort of feeling more aligned in her gender identity was worth
the risk and, to her relief, the matter never became an issue.
The individuals who transitioned from female to male described their gender
presentations prior to surgical and hormonal interventions as more in keeping with societal
expectations of how men dress or at the very least “butch lesbian.” Rather than a cautious
process to present as his new gender identity, Jesse was required by the medical-model used
for transgender people to fully present in all aspects of his life as male. While his supervisors
knew that Jesse was anatomically female, his colleagues did not, so he worked to ensure their
perception of him was male. His effort was primarily rewarded by acceptance as a fellow
male cadet during his training for police service.
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Study participant, Ash, reported often being mistaken for a man prior to his medical
gender transition. He told me that in his work as a massage therapist his name and
appearance caused people to sometimes inquire about his gender.

Pattern 3: Liberation in becoming one’s self. Across all cases the participants
clearly described that once they had identified what they individually needed in order to align
their internal gender identity with their external gender expression, they felt a sense of relief.
The points in their lives when that realization occurred were at different ages and paces for
each person. In one case, the individual gained new perspectives of self and society, which
led to his ongoing effort to fit neatly into society’s gender expectations.
As evidenced in the data, participants described experiencing things such as rebirth or
knowing what the world was supposed to look like. These pieces of data were later more
deeply understood to reveal the theme titled Joy of Liberation.
Related Marker: Dressing for relief. Before participants were able to find freedom in
becoming themselves, they described finding ways to dress in a manner that connected them
with their internal gender identity. This marker related to the larger pattern of liberation in
becoming one’s self might be viewed by some as similar to Pattern 2, but through data
analysis I saw a distinction between the participants recounting their efforts to publicly
present a more congruent external gender expression as noted in Pattern 2 and the marker
discussed here. Specifically, the activity of donning clothing to create personal harmony
between internal gender identity and external gender expression was carried out as stress
relief or reprieve from the roles several participants were playing for others in their daily
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lives. Examples the participants revealed of dressing for relief were typically done in private
or otherwise hidden from detection by others.
Related Marker: Affirmative emotional experiences help. This pattern marker
emerged from the data as individual instances that specifically stood out to the participants as
affirming their desired or “true” gender identity. Through the process of transcribing the
audio recordings of the interviews and subsequently reviewing the transcripts, I discovered
distinct encounters or moments that participants relayed to me with a greater level of emotion
than found in many other parts of the interview. These impactful moments for the individuals
provided validation to them that they were being perceived by others consistent with the way
they were intending to be perceived. Those experiences ranged from a child correcting her
father in the case of Lane to catcalls directed at Quinn by a male admirer and being told after
an interview that no one would have known Ash was transgender had he not shared that
information.

Pattern 4: Supportive workplace personnel influences. The final primary pattern
that emerged from the data as a result of analyzing the key elements and meanings of the
participants’ stories was that of influential people in the workplace. Lane had the support of a
colleague who had become a trusted friend and that of a boss. Quinn received a supportive
nudge from her medical practice partner following some positive encounters at her
manicurist and personal healthcare clinic. Asher described being fortunate to be working at a
place with an entire team of supportive coworkers. And lastly, Jesse had a mentor looking
out for him before he even started with his employer despite not being known to him until
much later when he brought a legal case of discrimination against his employer.
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Related marker: Indicators of inclusive environments. Three of the employed
individuals and the retiree all revealed things in their interviews that showed their viewpoints
on how they assessed the likelihood that their workplaces would be safe places for them to
reveal themselves as transgender. Although I had asked her to speculate about her workplace
because she had not completed her gender transition prior to retirement, Alexandra
compellingly declared that her former employer would have been a place she could have
transitioned without incident. I asked Alex if she had any observations of people at Evolution
Harvest Industries who she thought might be transgender or identify that way and she said
she had not. When queried if that would have impacted her decision on delaying her gender
transition until after retirement she said she thought it might have made a difference.
Asher had pointed out that the diverse makeup of the workforce at State’s Healthy
People (SHP) made it “the safest space” he could have been working at during his initial
decision to start his gender transition. He identified several things about a few of his places
of employment as he straddled the gender binary during transition to include coworkers
inquiring directly about his preferred pronouns to Information Technology staff at another
workplace promptly changing email properties in company-wide mail groups so that it auto
populated with the nickname Ash instead of Ashleigh so that he could avoid potentially
awkward conversations with people explaining his name or having to out himself before he
was ready. One employer where Asher had worked part-time was a place where he reported
having had a surprisingly amazing time. His amazement was because the company was, in
his estimation, a fairly conservative company and he had noted in particular the absence of a
diversity committee.
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Lane’s observations of her workplace environment had more to do with the support of
her bosses and their efforts to ensure her safety in the face of her being their first known
employee who made a transition from one gender to another. Jesse’s revelation about how he
evaluated workplace tolerance for true inclusion was related to a job he worked while also
attending college. After he told me he had not identified himself as transgender to that
employer I asked him to consider whether he would have had issues with human resources or
management at that company had he disclosed his status. At last he settled on “maybe not,”
as his answer because of the nature of the work being a county assistance provider.
The quotes and descriptions from the data related to this pattern marker generally
showed that the participants, in their capacities of workers, had an array of indicators they
looked for to evaluate if their work environments would tolerate their differences. The
commonalities in their scans were for relative safety, job protection, and ability to engage in
work like the others around them.
Themes
After reviewing the patterns and related markers found in the data, I sought to analyze
them for deeper meaning. By reviewing the factors influencing behavior such as secretly
dressing in accordance with perceived gender, evaluating potential workplaces for the
possibility of acceptance, and making choices about whether to pursue medical interventions
I was able to identify four main themes. They were, Fear and Self-Doubt, Caution, Need for
Affirmations, and the Joy of Liberation.
Theme 1: Fear and Self-Doubt. It is a normal human experience to have self-doubt
or insecurities about certain personal aspects. Each participant described in his or her life’s
journey things that impacted the timing of their decisions and actions as they struggled to
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align their external and internal selves. The self-doubt for most lead to searching,
questioning, and trying different lifestyles in order to reach the ultimate goal of alignment.
Throughout the process of seeking alignment, participants revealed a variety of
experiences of fear. Some of the fears expressed during the interviews were unrealized, but
for several individuals their fears came to pass. Regardless of whether the fears materialized
the impact was very real. More specifically, some participants hid their true identities from
friends and family for fear of loss or rejection. Others feared the personal impact of not living
as their true selves. One such impact divulged by one participant was the potential to end life
prematurely and through various self-destructive behaviors by two participants. Ever-present
in each case was also the fear for personal safety in interactions with other people and in
meeting basic needs such as using the bathroom. The various fears lead to actions found in
the second theme.
Theme 2: Caution. As each participant made the choice to pursue identity alignment,
they described doing so in a way that I recognized as using great caution. For example, Lane
described her process of incorporating female clothing into her wardrobe at work prior to her
full transition. She recalled being vigilant for negative reactions and when she was confident
that her effort had gone unnoticed she would up the ante by adding additional garments.
Quinn had taken a similar path toward her outward alignment of self. Some of the
participants talked about their thought processes and decisions around disclosing their gender
identities in the workplace and made choices about disclosing in some instances and not in
others.
Some of the agony participants experienced related to the need to be cautious was
revealed through their admission of behaviors such as the drive to secretly dress in
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accordance with the internal sense of gender as a way to relieve stress, excessive drinking
and isolation as a way to cope with being different, and limiting travel and other experiences
where the different in appearance and legal identity might be discovered.
It was because of the need to be cautious that some of the participants illustrated
lengthy and deliberate journeys to fully expressing their authentic selves. Once they had
made the decision to move beyond caution, however, each participant identified ways in
which their choices had been rewarded. For some participants, the rewards were the lack of
fulfillment of fears. For most participants, the reward was an internal sense of relief and
comfort in one’s skin. For all, there was the highpoint of validation by others, which alone
became the third theme from the data.
Theme 3: Need for Affirmations. Each case narrative contained at least one account
by the participants of an experience that resulted an overwhelming sense of being accepted
for their true selves. In each case, examples were provided of poignant encounters with
strangers or new work mates who validated their outward presentation of who they knew
themselves to be inside. I noted that during the participants’ descriptions, the tone of their
voices had more levity; their body language was more animated, and facial expressions by
far the most blithe of all points in the interviews. The affirmations that were received had
been almost surprising to each recipient even though they had been actively pursing their
gender alignment. Once over the initial surprise, what followed for at least four of the
participants was an overwhelming joy of liberation. I determined that the pieces of data
related to those feelings of joy and freedom were significant as the fourth theme across the
cases.
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Theme 4: Joy of Liberation. This theme was derived from the rich descriptions of
the participants’ arrival at wholeness. Based upon comments ranging from the realization of
how the world was supposed to look, to being reborn, to feeling like having been released
from a prison, it was clear to me that the arrival at a congruent internal and external self was
the essential feeling that told each person that they had achieved what they had been seeking
for their lifetime. Each participant spoke of his or her transformation process as worth the
fear and self-doubt, worth the planning and cautious moves, and worth the stress and losses
that they had endured as a result of their decision to align their external gender expression
with their internal sense of self.
Summary
To facilitate an understanding of the narrative experiences of the people who shared
their stories about transitioning gender while employed, a method of coding was used to
identify primary patterns and subsequent themes. These themes were identified either across
all cases, across the cases of a particular direction of change within the social construct of
gender binary, or based upon the people who were working when they took obvious steps in
changing their genders. Table 3 identified the primary patterns and specifically related
markers discovered through case and cross-case analysis. Then, a summary of each theme
was provided in an effort to give the reader an understanding of the deeper meaning found in
the participants’ experiences with gender transitions. The following final chapter of this
study will provide further discussion of the patterns and themes, study limitations,
implications for OD practitioners, and personal reflections.
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CHAPTER 5
Discussion
My interest in studying the workplace experiences of individuals who underwent a
gender transition while employed partially stemmed from the diversity and inclusion work I
do within my own organization. At the beginning of my research about gender transition and
the workplace, I was able to find literature and nationally-based data about barriers to
employment for transgender people. Despite the presence of barriers such as harassment and
discrimination, transgender people have been present and successful in workplaces. The most
recent estimates from the US Transgender Survey suggested an 85% employment rate of
transgender people of working age (James, et al., 2016). Some people have participated in
workplaces in a closeted manner and others have done so either openly or in a way that
others have been aware of their status. The literature that I found was not focused on the
experiences of transgender people in a way that provided an understanding of organizational
features or workplace influences that impacted individuals who changed gender while
employed. It was my hope that I could gain an understanding of the experiences of people
who made an obvious change to their gender expression during a period of employment and
that the understanding gained would be of use to OD practitioners and organizational leaders
who help manage workforce matters.
The purpose of this research was to answer the question, “What are the workplace
experiences of people who transitioned from one gender to another while employed at an
organization?” To discover the answer, I interviewed four people who engaged in an obvious
change from one gender to another. I additionally talked with an individual who decided to
delay her gender transition until after retirement. What I was interested in learning from each
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of the participants was information about their workplaces that either helped or hindered
them in their transition. From the retiree, I was interested in knowing if there were any
characteristics about her workplace that impacted her decision to delay her gender transition
and whether the decision to delay her transition impacted her performance or attitude as a
worker.
In this final chapter, I will discuss the findings of the workplace experiences of study
participants and compare those findings to related literature. I will also examine limitations
of the study, make suggestions for future research, outline implications for OD practitioners,
and provide my personal reflections about this research.
Discussion of Findings
Four of the five participants in this study presented in their workplaces with the
expected gender presentation of their natal sex and during a period of employment changed
their gender presentation to another gender in an obvious manner. One participant chose to
pursue her gender transition after retirement. Three of the participants identified as
transitioning from male to female and the other two participants transitioned from female to
male.
My findings presented in Chapter 4 were initially grouped into four primary patterns
and five specifically related markers. The specifically related markers were pieces of
information that had meaningful relevance to the narratives that were shared, but were not
necessarily the main focus of the common workplace experiences related to gender transition
across all cases. From the patterns I was able to identify the deeper meaning underlying the
descriptions provided by participants, those findings became the themes. Later, I further
sorted the patterns and related markers into three categories, two of which I believed would
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be of interest to OD professionals and organizational change agents. The following is an
examination of the primary patterns, related markers, and themes.
Struggle for internal and external alignment of sense of self, fear, and self-doubt.
The participants of this study each talked about having an internal sense of gender that was
different than the sex they had been assigned at birth. They also highlighted how their
genders were perceived by others around them. Four of the five participants specifically
recalled being very young, around ages four to six or “always knowing” that they were a
particular gender that was contrary to what others said their sex or gender was. One
participant had struggled to understand his gender identity, but knew “something [was]
wrong, something [was] off,” with the way he had been expressing his gender. Generally, the
participants were stuck in a loop of looking for ways to function in a world where their
bodily experiences did not fit societal expectations.
A wealth of research has become available to shed light on the development of
transgender identity. One such study that helped explain this process was the grounded
theory analysis conducted by Levitt and Ippolito (2014). In their study the authors explained
that many transgender people arrive at their gender identities through a process of “balancing
a desire for authenticity with demands of necessity – meaning [transgender people] weighed
their internal gender experience with considerations about their available resources, coping
skills, and the consequences of gender transitions” (p. 1727). Additionally, Law et al. (2011)
discussed how individuals are motivated to reduce the amount of difference between how
others view them and how they view themselves. Known as self-verification theory, this
concept was found to positively relate to the degree with which transgender people disclosed
their gender identities to supportive others in the workplace.
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The narratives of the participants of my study were consistent with the researchers’
findings. In particular, Jesse and Quinn, who had both reported that they had early awareness
of the difference between their gender identity and their assigned sex, explained the process
by which they balanced attempts to express themselves authentically without upsetting their
mothers. They were both very motivated to close the gap in the difference between their selfview and others’ view of them. Alexandra’s desire to close that gap, but avoid any possible
negative reactions to gender transition while employed played out in her habit of wearing
women’s undergarments beneath her work uniform. For all participants, the result of this
pursuit of alignment was realized regardless of the choice to undergo surgery or use
hormones.
In many instances experiences in the literature referenced above were similar to the
experiences relayed by this study’s participants. I believe that having an understanding of the
kinds of struggles encountered by individuals developing their transgender identity can be of
use to change agents who are working with organizations; particularly as decisions about
transgender protections are made and opportunities for all employees to connect with each
other are provided. More specifically I think this awareness can guide organizational
conversations around the creation and communication of processes and policies related to
employee gender transition. Knowing that some employees may be struggling with gender
identity congruence may compel organizations to offer specific types of resources and create
a welcoming environment for people who may not be prepared to disclose their gender
identities in the workplace.
Cautiously proceeding to change. The two participants who transitioned from male
to female during a period of employment described experimenting with subtle physical
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changes such as incorporating women’s clothing and accessories into their work wardrobe
and applying a small amount makeup to their faces. They explained doing so to “test the
waters” and see if anyone in their workplaces would notice or challenge the changes. One
participant said that each time she was able to successfully navigate her day with the changes
to her appearance she would try additional things another day in a cautious effort to
maximize the alignment of her perceived and presented gender within the boundaries of the
tolerance level of her workplace. The more comfortable the participants were in their ability
to manage their needs in the workplace, the more they were able to focus on work.
Interestingly, the participants who transitioned from female to male already presented
closer to their perceived genders even before transitioning in the workplace than those who
transitioned from male to female. Ash told me that prior to starting on hormones his gender
presentation already so closely resembled expectations for men that, “Until [he] opened his
mouth [to speak] ninety percent of people thought [he] was a dude anyway.” At his first
professional job, Jesse had also been presenting his gender as traditionally expected of men
and had done so in such a convincing manner that colleagues had largely accepted him as
male. It was when his supervisors referred to him with feminine pronouns that people began
to wonder about his situation. Since these two participants already expressed some
characteristics traditionally expected of men, the process of change was very targeted for the
effect of creating facial features and vocal quality congruent with their external appearance in
the workplace.
The four participants of this study who were working made many conscious decisions
about the way they showed up at work. Regardless of whether the participants cautiously
“tested the waters” or already expressed a gender close to their perceived gender, they
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arrived at their decisions through a process of balancing personal needs with the risks
inherent in challenging workplace norms and expectations for gender presentation. Levitt and
Ippolito (2014) identified in their research that “finding a safe space to experiment with
gender presentation was instrumental in participants’ identity development process” (p.
1753). Related to that finding, Clair, Beatty, and MacLean’s (2005) research on invisible
social identities found that people must make quick strategic decisions about how they
present themselves when they have an invisible identity that may be stigmatizing such as
being transgender. Workplace stigma has long been studied for its negative effects on people
with visible differences such as older workers, women, and people of racial minority
backgrounds. For individuals in the sexual minority, that is, people who have a sexual
orientation of gay, lesbian, or bisexual, or those who identify as transgender, the authors
identified increased consequences of stigma. Specifically, those with stigmatized identities
were shown to experience greater stressors related to social interactions and were less likely
to be viewed as valuable contributors to the workplace (Clair, Beatty, & MacLean, 2005).
Through their research the authors sought to expose the factors involved in a stigmatized
individual’s ability to either “pass” as someone who does not have a stigmatized
characteristic, or “reveal” his or her status as a person with a stigmatized identity. The
resultant model of their research can be found in Figure 1 and outlines individual factors and
environmental contexts that contribute to a person’s decision to “pass” or “reveal” at work.
At some point, for this study’s participants who were employed at the time of their
gender transitions, the benefit of revealing their transgender status outweighed the risks. Lane
had made her decision as the financial and medical components fell into place for her. She
chose to disclose to a confidant and then to her boss when it was clear to her that the
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combination of legal protections, organizational climate, and relationships with those two
people would not significantly hinder her decision. Jesse’s assessment of his employer’s
readiness to accept his status as a transgender person did not initially seem to be a concern.
At the time of his employment with the police department, Jesse was focused on meeting the
medical criteria that required of him to live in all aspects of his life as the gender he was
seeking to become through medical intervention. The medical criteria necessitated that Jesse
attempt to “pass” as a male in his workplace. It was only when his employer created a barrier
by blocking his request to use the men’s bathroom that he found himself in a situation where
his status was somewhat revealed to colleagues. In subsequent employment after completion
of a graduate degree Jesse again weighed the risks and benefits of disclosing his potentially
stigmatized identity and opted to reveal his status as a transgender person.

Figure 1. Clair, Beatty, & MacLean’s Conceptual Model of the Decision to Pass or Reveal
While individual differences are a significant influence on people’s decisions to
conceal or expose potentially stigmatized personal aspects, the environmental aspect plays an
important role. Organizational leaders and OD practitioners cannot control the “individual
differences” factors referenced in Figure 1, but attention to the factors within the
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“interpersonal and environmental context” sections of the model can be mediated by
organizational policies and actions. When employees identified characteristics about
themselves that they believed were stigmatized by others they would take steps to hide the
characteristic in an attempt to be accepted. Contrary to the intent, the individuals hiding their
identity began to isolate and withdraw from workplace relationships, which were necessary
for support, networking, and career advancement (Clair, Beatty, & MacLean, 2005;
Newheiser & Barreto, 2014). I believe my study participants described though processes and
actions in keeping with the research findings noted above.
Liberation through becoming one’s self. Author Andrew Brown (2014), informed
by the work of the likes of philosophers, sociologists, and critical theorists, asserted that
“Identities, people’s subjectively construed understandings of who they were, are, and desire
to become, are implicated in, and thus key to understanding and explaining, almost
everything that happens in and around organizations” (p. 20). Brown further added that while
people’s identities are crucial to organizations, they can also be problematic to the
organizations. Although identities can be problematic to organizations and for their members
I argue that maintaining more than one identity is more difficult for individuals than
suppressing facets of their identities. My argument is based on accounts of participants
concealing what they viewed as their true identities. This was quite specifically identified in
Alexandra’s data.
In general, questions people often ask themselves based on their identities have to do
with how they will interact with others and how they will actualize what they desire to
become. Acts of impression management in everyday life can be quite consuming for a
person who is working to create an acceptable image to present to others that is also
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supportive of their self-assessment and appropriate to the situation (Goffman, 1959). The
images individuals present of themselves are influenced by how society thinks they should
act in a particular situation or setting. Decisions on how to act are made based on the actors
understanding of the situation. Jesse provided multiple examples of impression management
for himself and other transgender people throughout the interview. It was through their
narratives and their keen awareness of how they presented themselves to others that I came to
understand the comfort the participants had in being able to present themselves authentically.
As defined in the literature, authenticity is knowing and acting in accordance with
one’s true self. Several researchers asserted that authenticity is essential to people’s wellbeing and sense of fulfillment (Erickson, 1995; Metin, et al., 2016; Menard & Brunet, 2011).
The relief participants described from being able to discontinue inauthentic behaviors such as
portraying themselves as the gender associated with the sex they were assigned at birth was
equated to a rebirth or awakening. For them, the drive to live with such authenticity was even
at the risk of things such as a shorter lifespan as a result of testosterone use or being
ostracized by an entire family. The information relayed by the participants supported
Waterman’s (1993) idea that people experience well-being when they live according to their
true selves. Further, Sloan (2007) suggested that feelings of inauthenticity, especially related
to work, can create a sense of meaninglessness and pain, which drives people to seek
authenticity. I believe each participants’ arrival at their own authenticity was the joy of
liberation they conveyed through the descriptions of their experiences. I noted in particular
that, while participants readily shared joyous experiences and relief following their
liberation, their journeys were not without difficulties. Some of the difficulties encountered
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allowed for suicidal thoughts, withdrawal from social activities, significant self-regulation
and self-monitoring to the point of an inhibited existence, and issues with heavy drinking.
Workplace personnel influences. This final primary pattern materialized as a result
of the specific encounters participants had with people in their workplace and lent itself to
the deeper meaning, I have understood as the theme labeled Need for Affirmations. In their
stories, the participants described how meaningful it was for them to receive affirmations of
their aligned selves. After having worked through self-questioning and resolving fear to the
point of cautiously proceeding with detectable changes, it was the receipt of validation that
told the participants their intended goals were met. Specifically, each participant in my study
pinpointed at least one impactful experience of having another person see them as the gender
with which they identified.
A common thread found in each case was the presence of workplace relationships
with supportive individuals who provided a safe environment for study participants to be
authentic. I believe the key to those supportive relationships was the fact that the work
environment was conducive to people connecting with each other on a personal level and
developing relationships. Several researchers supported my idea about the impact of
workplace relationships. Osatuke et al. (2009) found that when workers were able to connect
with each other and see the common bonds they shared, they were far more likely to treat
each other civilly and view organizational climate in a positive light. Lewis and Malecha
(2011) highlighted trust and respect as two key components needed for effective
collaborative relationships at work. Some of the identified benefits of workplace
environments favorable for relationship building were increased productivity (Lewis &
Malecha, 2011), decreased occurrence of workplace sources of stress, and reduced likelihood
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of turnover (Kelloway & Day, 2005). While civility and connection were identified in the
literature as contributors to positive outcomes for businesses, these were not the only factors
identified by the study participants.
Another factor discussed by participants became a related marker about workplace
indicators of diversity and/or inclusion. Some of the markers of diversity acceptance were
cited in the narratives as: widely communicated agency policy about harassment and
discrimination, the diverse makeup of the workforce, the way human resources staff handled
matters ranging from name changes to accountability. One participant reported being
surprised that his company, which he perceived as having conservative values, was
supportive of his announcement that he was transgender and would be using the men’s
bathroom. The lesson to be learned from this pattern marker is that employees and applicants
for employment have perceptions of what organizations are doing and not doing related to
diversity and inclusion.
Downey, et al. (2015) conducted research on the that role diversity inclusion practices
play in engaging employees for positive business outcomes. The researchers found a
connection between employees’ feelings of inclusion and their trust in the organization. The
more those feelings were present, the more the employees were engaged with their work and
the organization. The more engaged the employees were, the more the positive impacts on
organizations increased. Such positive impacts included an increased organizational ability to
respond creatively and flexibly to changing market conditions, employees successfully
experiencing personal growth, and increased profitability.
Law et al. (2011) confirmed that workplaces highly supportive of transgender issues
were positively related to employees’ willingness to disclose. The willingness to disclose
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transgender status can facilitate the process by which a transgender employee seeks a
congruent identity and is able to bring his or her authentic self to work. When congruence
was realized, Law et al. (2011) found that employees were more satisfied with and
committed to their jobs. They also found that transgender workers who were able to disclose
their transgender status to others in the workplace had less job-related anxiety. Other
researchers found similar effects of trans-supportive workplaces on job commitment,
improved workplace relationships, and increased productivity among employees who were
able to be open about their sexual minority identities (Badgett, et al., 2013; Eliason, et. al.,
2011; Filstad, 2011; Newheiser & Barreto, 2014; Taormina, 2009). Knowing this might
inform strategic decisions of organizational leaders in a beneficial way.
Limitations
One limitation of this study is that all participants were of primarily Caucasian
ethnicity. Ethnicity can impact individual viewpoints and experiences. Therefore the
narratives collected and the resulting themes potentially reflect a limited viewpoint.
Additionally, there were no candidates from the eastern and western regions of the United
States. Because gender-related legal protections related to matters such as bathroom access
can vary by state, people’s geographic location could have potentially impacted the
information collected and therefore impacted the themes that were identified for this
particular cohort of cases.
Another limitation is the selection bias inherent in a study in which participants selfselect for inclusion. Initially, only participants who had transitioned while on the job were
solicited and included in the study. The study criteria may have created two instances of
selection bias. First, it is possible that people who experienced less-than-positive workplace
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experiences chose not to volunteer for the study and share their stories. The possibility of
selection bias is evidenced by the fact that most of the participants who volunteered for the
study described overall positive experiences related to their workplaces during their
transitions, even though they experienced undesirable situations or encounters. One
significant exception was related to the participant who was embroiled in a legal battle with
his employer.
The second instance of selection bias was related to selecting participants who were
currently employed. Individuals may have elected to leave a place of employment before
undergoing their gender transition and then seek employment with a different organization.
Such potential candidates were excluded from the study by virtue of the selection criteria.
However, like those who elected to transition gender after retirement, candidates who elected
to seek new employment with another organization might have valuable information about
the workplace to add to the body of information. Recognizing the limitation of having
collected primarily positive experiences, I interviewed one participant who deliberately
delayed her gender transition until after retirement. My hope was to learn any potential
information about features of her workplace that motivated her to wait until after
employment had ended.
Finally, another identified study limitation is that the themes resulting from data
analysis were relevant to the participants of this study and cannot be taken as universal
workplace experiences of all transgender employees who transition while on the job. While
this research was enhanced by triangulating data through member checks in each case,
consultation with subject matter experts, and discussions with the dissertation chairperson, it
is the decision of the readers as to whether the findings can be transferred to and of use in
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their own context (Stake, 2006). Although not quantitative in nature, the rich data collected
in this case study research can inform future researchers as they seek to design additional
ways to study this phenomenon.
Implications for Organizations and OD Professionals
This study contributes to the literature available about transgender employee
experiences of gender transition during employment. I think the findings can be compared to
core values of organization development. Core values of humanism related to authenticity,
openness, fairness, justice, equality, diversity, and respect are the ideals by which OD
professionals guide members of organizations to success. These values and the way
organizations seek to live them out affect how OD practitioners intervene, manage change,
resolve conflict, and involve employees.
In the spirit of those ideals and with the understanding that increasing social awareness
about transgender people will likely influence workplaces, I sought to gain an understanding
of the experiences of individuals who transitioned from one gender to another during a period
of employment with an employer. To do this, I conducted an interpretive multi-case study to
deeply examine the workplace experiences participants had prior to, during, and following
their gender transitions. The results of this study offer practical insight for change agents
because the information that was uncovered was connected in the literature to organizational
outcomes such as levels of employee engagement, reduction in negative employee behaviors
like absenteeism and turnover, and individual outcomes such as well-being (Badgett, et al.,
2013; Downey, et al., 2015; Eder & Eisenberger, 2008, Kelloway & Day, 2005; Liao, Joshi,
& Chuang, 2004; Madlock & Booth-Butterfield, 2012).
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Organizational and interpersonal factors. The organizational and interpersonalrelated patterns and themes were the fundamental influences of feelings of encouragement,
acceptance, and integration for the study participants who were working at the time of their
transitions. Additionally, for the individual who transitioned after retirement, there were
markers of the workplace that indicated to her that a gender transition while employed would
have likely been successful for her had she been personally ready to take such steps. This
insight may also prove to be useful to OD professionals and agency leaders who seek to
ensure their organizations are best positioned for appropriately handling matters related to
employees who make gender transitions while employed with them.
With the goal of facilitating workers’ ability to be authentic, leaders can help their
followers understand the value of individual differences by using their elevated status to seek
out opportunities to support and encourage followers to apply their individual differences to
improve work processes (Boekhorst, 2014). I believe the descriptions provided through my
cases oblige organizational leaders and change agents to create environments where
employees can be authentic. Thinking about principles of group dynamics and Goffman’s
(1959) theory of how people present themselves in a particular way based on context made
me think of organizational settings as places where employee identities are controlled by
organizational culture and structure as well as socialization by peers. If people’s identities are
being defined, shaped, and accepted in their work settings, I suggest that it is important that
organizational leaders and members spend time shaping organizational culture that supports
workers’ authentic-self presentations.
Another organizational-level factor that can have an impact is the creation,
communication, and enforcement of policies designed to make the environment safe for all
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workers. Attending to such a need can have far-reaching impact on current employees as well
as potential employees who evaluate organizations for features such as safety for expressing
uniqueness and authenticity.
Recommendations for Future Research
This research was conducted by collecting descriptions of the experiences of
individuals who transitioned gender during a period of employment with an employer, with
the exception of one candidate who intentionally delayed transition until after retirement. The
intent was to understand whatever information was offered by the participants as significant
in their experiences prior to, during, and following their transitions from one gender to
another. Specific attention was paid to descriptions of things their organizations did or did
not do that were particularly helpful to the participants in their journeys and for things their
organizations did or did not do that were not helpful to them. Because of the approach used
and the small number of cases collected, there was undoubtedly information that was not
obtained. For that reason, the following recommendations for further research are provided.
Related to an identified limitation of this study, a suggestion for future research is to
solicit participants who elected to leave an employer prior to making a gender transition and
then either stayed out of the workforce or returned to work with a different organization. It is
possible that people who experienced less than positive workplace experiences related to
their gender transitions chose not to share their stories. Additionally, after interviewing the
participant who deliberately delayed her gender transition until after retirement, it seemed
that this category of potential study participants could have provided information about the
features of their workplaces that motivated them to wait until after employment had ended.
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Another area of research that would broaden the knowledge base is a study that
broadens each individual case to include others in the workplace of the transgender
employee. The perspective that might be acquired from interviewing colleagues,
organizational leaders, and human resources staff would potentially enhance the picture in
ways that would set organizations and individuals up for success during an employee’s
gender transition. Due to the scope of this study, there was no contact with other potentially
valuable sources of information such as colleagues, organizational leaders, human resources
department staff, or others potentially involved in or impacted by the employee’s gender
transition.
Conclusion
Being able to be one’s true self is a pursuit of well-being. Each participant in this
study sought to be true to themselves, some at the cost of family and long-time friends, and
others at the cost of employment. The employed individuals had at least one person in his or
her workplace that provided a nudge, an empathetic ear, or a push. The influential support of
coworkers suggested that connection with others in the workplace provided enough of a cue
to the participants that they would be accepted or protected by at least one person in their
place of employment. Understanding the support available allowed them to continue their
steps toward authenticity. For three of the working participants, it also allowed them to
remain in the workplace and be satisfied with their work.
A fundamental human need regardless of identity, is a feeling of belonging. Two of
the related pattern markers identified through the data suggested that seemingly simple
actions such as being addressed by a preferred name and pronouns and being able to use a
restroom of choice were fundamental civil and respectful behaviors that could be afforded to
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all people in the workplace. The study participants’ experiences also highlighted the benefits
of having affirmative emotional experiences as recognition of their intended gender and
validation of their acceptance in the workplace.
Finally, the literature reviewed for this study provided an accounting of the
organizational benefits of the validation of all employees regardless of transgender status. If
employers put into place visible policies and practices that demonstrate an inclusive attitude
and culture, they stand to gain the advantages of attracting and retaining a diverse workforce.
As evidenced by the comments of all of the study participants, employees, particularly those
in minority groups, take notice of the subtle, nuanced cultural indicators of acceptance in an
organization. In the end, the struggles with fear and self-doubt during the pursuit of liberation
experienced by the transgender people interviewed for this work were no different than any
other person who embarks on the deeply human process of seeking inner peace.
Personal Reflections
“Vulnerability is the birthplace of love, belonging, joy, courage, empathy, and creativity. It is
the source of hope, empathy, accountability, and authenticity. If we want greater clarity in
our purpose or deeper and more meaningful spiritual lives, vulnerability is the path.”
Brené Brown
Vulnerability in the sense of openness is a concept I had been exploring in my own
life during this research. When I thought of Brené Brown’s quote in the context of my study
participants, I appreciated that they had opened themselves up to others in ways that made
them vulnerable and ultimately, for most, resulted in finding the love, belonging, joy, and
authenticity they sought. Each of my study participants found themselves at a point in their
lives where finding authenticity by aligning their external gender presentation with their
internal gender identities was worth any risk of rejection, loss of employment, home, and/or
family.
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As I closed this research by thinking about what I have learned, I recognized that I
allowed my own fear of being vulnerable keep me away from this work for far too many
months. When my “warm leads” failed to result in securing study participants, I did not know
where to turn and I worried that I would have to select another topic; one perhaps, for which
I had less passion. Through discussion with Jesse during his interview I realized that I was
afraid to be vulnerable and ask others for help reaching out to find transgender participants.
At one point during the interview, Jesse was talking about the power people had to make
conscious decisions about their external presentations. To make his point that all people had
this power, he verified with me that I was not myself a transgender person. I confirmed his
assumption and had a moment of clarity. I had been afraid to call people unknown to my
network or me and ask people to be part of my study. I feared rejection because I am not a
trans person. I also recognized that I was asking people to be vulnerable with me, a complete
stranger, and tell me intimate details about their thoughts and experiences. Thankfully, I
received encouragement and ideas from important people in my life and I continued with this
present research. I treasure the gift of information that was shared with me and hope that I
have honored that gift through the telling of their experiences.
I hold a deep belief that all people deserve dignity and respect, which was what lead
me to this research. While I am not probably ever going to be the type of person who stands
front and center to shout advocacy from a grandstand, I do see my place as a change agent
who helps at the smaller-scale advocacy level within organizations. I prefer personally
touching the lives of employees through my own vulnerability, advocacy, and education. I
see my contribution as educating people within organizations to navigate the new territory of
assisting transgender employees integrate into their workplaces with their new identities.
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I think Jesse summed up the benefits of authenticity best when he said, “To me that’s
that authenticity piece. Who doesn’t want to bring all of [their] intersectionality and
intersecting identities? I want everybody to bring all of themselves everywhere.” After
completing this research, I return to my work with my own organization a changed person
because of the people who shared parts of themselves with me. It is my hope that all
employees can be provided the time, space, and support needed to become and be their
authentic selves in their workplaces. If organizational leaders can create workplace
environments in which employee authenticity can be realized, it is likely that those
organizations will reap the benefits of attracting and retaining a diverse base of talented
employees. The results of this study, though limited, suggest that individual authenticity and
organizational success are not mutually exclusive. Rather, they may go hand in hand.
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Appendix A
Dear Potential Study Participant,
My name is Charity Hovre and I am a doctoral student at the University of St. Thomas. I am
also a diversity and inclusion program manager within the federal government. Research for
my dissertation has begun, and I would like to invite you to participate in my study, titled On
Transition: An Interpretive Multi-Case Study about Workplace Experiences of People Who
Transition Gender During Employment.
There is a growing body of research about the transgender population and the many barriers
experienced in society by people who identify as transgender. There is also a lot of research
about the importance of people feeling safe to be who they truly are at work. I have not found
studies that describe the workplace experiences of people who transitioned genders during
the time period in which they worked for an employer. As a diversity and inclusion officer, I
am interested in finding out information about your gender transition so I can learn about
what in your work environment worked well and what did not work well to facilitate your
ability to transition gender in your workplace during and immediately after your transition.
In order to participate in this study, you must be twenty-one years of age or older. You need
to self-identify somewhere on the spectrum of transgender and have gone through a process
(surgical or non-surgical) of obviously changing your gender while working for your
employer. You also need to have continued to work for that employer for at least one year
following your transition.
If you agree to be a participant in this study, you will be asked to participate in a 90-120
minute interview. Participation in the study is completely voluntary. There are no financial
benefits.
The identity of all participants will be kept confidential and information collected as a part of
the study will be used in a manner that protects your privacy and identity. In my dissertation
and in any follow-up reports that I publish, I will not include information that will make it
possible to personally identify you in any way.
The next step is to simply contact me at hovr0878@stthomas.edu. If you elect to participate
in an interview, we will talk further by email or telephone about consent forms and setting up
convenient times to meet.
I sincerely appreciate your consideration to participate.
Regards,
Charity Hovre
Doctoral Candidate, University of St. Thomas
hovr0878@stthomas.edu
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Appendix B
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
UNIVERSITY OF ST. THOMAS
CASE STUDY RESEARCH ABOUT THE WORKPLACE EXPERIENCES OF PEOPLE
WHO TRANSITION GENDER DURING EMPLOYMENT
IRB# 801625-1
Dear Participant: You are invited to participate in a research study that will explore the
workplace experiences of people who transition gender while working for their employer.
You are eligible to participate in this study because you are 21 years of age or older and have
self-identified as an individual who worked for an employer initially as one gender and,
while still employed by the same organization, you transitioned to another gender and
continued to work for that employer for at least one year post-transition.
The following information is provided in order to help you make an informed decision
whether or not you would like to participate. If you have questions please do not hesitate to
ask. Charity Hovre, Doctoral Candidate of Organization Development, University of St.
Thomas, is conducting the study. My research advisor is Dr. John Conbere, Professor, at the
University of St. Thomas.
Background Information: The purpose of this study is to learn about the workplace
experiences of people who transitioned genders while employed with their organizations,
which is also the overall research question. This is a case study research project with a
primary data collection method of personal interviews.
Procedures: If you agree to be a participant in this study, you will be asked to do the
following: (a) Participate in an interview of 90-120 minutes. (b) Allow the interview to be
audio recorded. (c) Allow the researcher to take written notes during the interview. The
interview will occur at a private location convenient for you and mutually agreed upon by us
both.
Risks and Benefits of Participating in the Study: The study does have a few potential
risks. Specifically, it is possible you will experience minor discomfort related to recounting
the process of your gender transition and how people in your workplace responded to you
during and after your transition. The researcher does not anticipate any long-term risk of
participating in the current study. Information will be gathered about your experiences as a
person who changed genders while working for an employer. Your answers will be kept
confidential and you will be given a pseudonym to protect your identity. All data will be kept
confidential and secure in locked file cabinets or a password protected data file. In the event
that a transcriber is employed, the individual will be asked to sign a confidentiality
agreement. There are no direct benefits of participation.
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Confidentiality: The records of this study will include consent forms, interview notes,
interview audio recording files, and interview transcripts and will be kept private. I will not
share the information that I collect with you, nor anyone else. In any sort of report or article
that I publish, I will not include information that will make it possible to identify you in any
way. Your identity will be protected by use of a pseudonym or code known only to me.
Records created for this study will be kept in a locked file cabinet or password protected data
file in my home and only I will have access to them. Audio recordings, transcripts, consent
forms, and notes will be erased and/or destroyed no later than May 30, 2020.
Compensation: There is no financial compensation for participating in this study.
Opportunity to Ask Questions: You may ask questions concerning this research and have
those questions answered before agreeing to participate or during the study. Or you may call
Charity Hovre at (320) 310-8872 or email hovr0878@stthomas.edu or Dr. John Conbere at
(612) 387-6057or jpconbere@stthomas.edu. If you have questions about your rights as a
research participant that have not been answered by the investigator or wish to report any
concerns about the study, you may contact the University of St. Thomas Institutional Review
Board at (651) 962-6035.
Freedom to Withdraw: Your participation in this study is entirely voluntary. You are free to
decide not to participate in this study or to withdraw at any time without adversely affecting
your current or future relations with the University of St. Thomas. Information collected
prior to the time you elect to withdraw will be destroyed and not included in the final
research product. You are also free to skip any questions I may ask.
Consent: If you wish to participate in this study, you will be interviewed. You are
voluntarily making a decision whether or not to participate in this research study. Your
signature certifies that you have decided to participate, are giving consent to be audio
recorded, and that you possess the legal capacity to give informed consent to participate in
this research study. It also certifies that you have read and understood the information
presented in this document. You will be given a copy of this consent form to keep.
____________________________________ _______________
Signature of Participant
Date
____________________________________ _______________
Signature of Researcher
Date

